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From the Editor
Issue 40 of KiwiFlyer is another full edition with two
feature sections and the beginning of a new regular
series. Thanks to our photography contributors
Gavin, John and Paul, this issue is also loaded with
some really great images.
The first feature is on the retirement of New
Zealand’s much loved RNZAF Iroquois fleet. One
wonders if the super-tech NH90s will ever be able
to replicate the history and character of the Huey. I
doubt it. Chris Gee has provided a history piece on
the Iroquois and Frank Parker, who flew them in the
RNZAF for 15 years, has read through his logbook
to recount many great adventures he had with them.
Gavin Conroy has been lucky enough to go on
RNZAF exercises with his camera and has provided a
set of exceptional images for readers to enjoy.
The second feature is our annual supplement guide to
Aviation Conference Week. This year in Queenstown
from 29th June through 3rd July, this is the event
that brings together all the stakeholders in New
Zealand aviation, from trades, to business leaders,
to Government officials. We also welcome a large
contingent of Australians to Queenstown, by way
of jointly held agricultural aviation conferences. The
complete programme for the event is included in the
supplement as well as articles on new products which
are being launched at the concurrent aviation trade
expo. Have a look – there could easily be something
well worth making the trip for.
Jill McCaw caught up with Clayton Lightfoot for
her regular Kiwi Flyer Interview page. Clayton is the
Chief Controller at Queenstown and Milford Towers.
They found so much to talk about, including plenty
of interesting chat about airspace control technology,
that we ran out of space in this issue for Jill’s other
regular page on gliding. We’ll make up for that in the
next issue.
A warm welcome to Nick Ashley, who starts off
contributing to KiwiFlyer with a new series called
En-route, dedicated to going places by not following
the direct path. He starts the series off in spectacular
fashion with a return trip from Christchurch to
Aoraki/Mount Cook.
All that and more awaits on the following pages. No
wonder I only managed three hours sleep last night.
Enjoy, and if you’re still managing to aviate in this
very wet and cold weather, then stay safe.

Michael Norton

Editor, KiwiFlyer Magazine
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More jet traffic at Ardmore

A few years ago there was very little
jet traffic in the Ardmore circuit. That
first began to change with an increase in
warbird operations, but more recently has
been influenced by a notable increase in
jet traffic through the Hawker Pacific NZ
Ardmore hangar.
Hawker Pacific NZ Ardmore Manager
Martyn Griffiths says they have been
developing a new niche within their
Ardmore-based general maintenance and
avionics services. It started last year with
an extensive maintenance inspection on a
Westwind, that aircraft leaving the hangar
looking nearly new again. Activity has then
increased substantially over the first part
of 2015 with Hawker Pacific involvement
in three further jet aircraft which are
utilised in roles across the spectrum of
VIP and charter ops, plus for national and
international air ambulance services.
Currently on the tarmac is a Nextant
400XT, having arrived into New Zealand
in March and since been placed on the
NZ register with support from Hawker
Pacific, who will soon be named as a
Williams engines Service Facility in order
to undertake maintenance on the aircraft
when required.
In a neighbouring hangar is a Cessna
C510 Mustang, this aircraft ex-Australia
and also now in the maintenance hands of
Hawker Pacific, having been placed on the
NZ register by them in May.
And presently in the Hawker Pacific
hangar but soon to be based at Auckland
Airport, is a Beech 300. This aircraft is
particularly interesting, but unfortunately
a media embargo that won’t be lifted
until after this issue of KiwiFlyer prints,
prevents us from telling you exactly why at
the moment.
Of course Martyn is quick to point that
the company is not just about servicing jets.
Among other planes and helicopters in the
hangar when KiwiFlyer visited was a homebuilt RV that had just undergone a Garmin
upgrade, and a Piper Malibu that was in the
process of also having an extensive avionics
upgrade completed. There was also an
immaculate looking SeaRay amphibian.
Contact Martyn at Hawker Pacific on
09 295 1630. He will be at the Hawker
Pacific trade stand during Aviation
Conference Week in Queenstown at the
end of June, with members of the aircraft
sales team – see details later in this issue.
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Westwind

Nextant

Aviation professionals interested in
wrapping an industry-specific tertiary
qualification around their aviation
industry experience can now consider the
Massey University Bachelor of Aviation
Management degree to help them achieve
such goals.
Degree components can include
Aviation Human Factors, Managing
Aviation Systems, Aviation Strategic
Management, Airport Planning, Legal
Issues in Aviation, Basic Air Safety
Investigation, and more.
All papers have an option to be studied
via Massey’s online distance learning study,
and graduates can be found in airline and
airport roles, FBO’s, aviation regulatory
bodies and defence forces nationally and
internationally.
Enrolments close soon for semester 2
with courses starting on 13 July 2015.
Enrol online at www.massey.ac.nz/
massey/admission/enrolment/
First PilotBooks volume for iPad

Mustang
Tecnam ‘P JET’ aircraft evaluation
programme begins

Tecnam has announced that it is actively
evaluating the potential of developing
and producing a two-seat, single-turbofan
powered aircraft.
Aimed at military Flight Training
Organisations, as well as private and
business operators, Tecnam anticipate
the design to be available pressurised or
non-pressurised and to carry an airframe
integrated oxygen system. Development
would be based on achieving CS-23 and
FAR 23 certification. The anticipated
‘P JET’ aircraft configuration would see the
engine ‘podded’ for operating efficiency
and easier maintenance.

Waypoints Aviation has announced
that the first of their PilotBooks series
(Volume 7 for CPL Principles of Flight and
Performance) is now available on the Apple
iBookstore.
To view the book, iPad users need to be
running iBooks 3 or later and iOS 5.1 or
later, or it can be read on
a Mac with iBooks 1.0
or later and OS X 10.9
or later.

PilotBooks Volume
7 for iPad can be found at https://itunes.
apple.com/nz/book/cpl-principles-flightperformance/id1000987032?mt=13
Other editions of the PilotBooks series
are expected to follow in due course.
NZ Air Force competitor wins gold in
Oceania ‘Olympics of the Trades’.

Tecnam P JET

KiwiFlyer heard that Giovanni was
simply getting jealous of all the jets
operating out of Ardmore these days and
asked the factory to build him one :-)

Aircraft maintenance competitors Chris
Robertson of Ohakea and Liam Riley of
Whenuapai have recently claimed gold
and silver respectively in the WorldSkills
Oceania Competition after three days of
intense competition at Wintec in Hamilton.
For Chris, his gold medal means he will
be representing New Zealand in the Tool
Blacks in the WorldSkills International
Competition in Brazil in August, while
Liam just misses out.

News Briefs are included free of charge. Send your requirements to michael@kiwiflyer.co.nz or phone us on 09 279 9924.
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More than 100 international competitors and their support
teams from six Oceanic nations took on 23 young Kiwis in the
competition that is dubbed the ‘Olympics of the Trades’.
Following the Oceania round, the 15-member Kiwi team heads
to Brazil in August to compete with approximately 1300 other
competitors from 72 countries during a 5-day competition.
L-3 Communications Acquires CTC Aviation
CTC Aviation has been acquired by commercial aviation training
provider L-3 Communications. The acquisition expands L-3’s
Commercial Aviation Training portfolio that also includes L-3 Link
UK - a provider of flight training simulation devices to a growing
portfolio of airline and third-party training company customers.
CTC Aviation and L-3 Link UK will retain their individual brands
and strengths as independent operational entities, while continuing
to focus on and serve all their existing customers and markets.
Collaboration between the two businesses is expected to enable
new solutions to airline pilot training, graduate placement services
and flight simulation equipment, including the further expansion of
airline relationships for ab initio graduate placement opportunities.
“We are really excited about this next chapter in CTC Aviation’s
global growth. Our two organisations share the same ‘committed
to excellence’ culture and exacting focus on the customer. I am
looking forward to what the future holds for our companies, our
staff and – most importantly - our customers,” said Rob Clarke,
President of CTC Aviation. “We are now in a position to be able to
bring our tailored, solutions-based approach to an even wider global
market – our Partner airlines and our individual retail customers”.
Headquartered in New York City, L-3 employs approximately
48,000 people worldwide and is a prime contractor in aerospace
systems and national security solutions. The company reported
2013 (revised) sales of $12.6 billion.
First Robinson R66 overhaul completed by Rotor and Wing

Rotor and Wing Maintenance at Taupo have recently completed
the first Robinson R66 ‘2000 hour’ overhaul in New Zealand - and
quite possibly the world.
Robinson Helicopters (RHC) were contacted 9 months prior to
the overhaul falling due, enabling them to finalise the requirements
for overhaul and to assemble the kit that arrived in time. The kit
included all the items required in the overhaul instructions. Unlike
the earlier Robinsons, there was not a requirement to overhaul the
undercarriage, or tubular frames.
During the overhaul, a small crack was found on the cabin aft
bulkhead where the upper frame attached. RHC provided a repair
kit for this that allowed the area to flex more freely. Also found, was
corrosion between the landing gear legs and the alloy cross beams.
Replacement parts were assembled with 2-pot epoxy primer to
avoid this in the future. Rectification of two intermittent electrical
faults that occur in the earlier serial numbered R66’s was also
carried out. The overhaul kit was supplied without an Aft Tail Rotor
control rod, unlike all other RHC overhaul kits. The rod on this
machine was however found worn and needed to be replaced.
Although this particular R66 had flown its first 2000 hours on
intensive agricultural and lifting work with high numbers of lift
cycles per hour, Rotor and Wing Director John Hobday says that it
came through its overhaul better than most R44 and R22 machines
on the same work.
Rotor and Wing’s turn-around time for this overhaul was only
60 days, however with the knowledge gained, John expects future
overhauls to be done comfortably in their usual 30 day period.
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RNZAF News
contributed by Chris Gee

RNZAF farewells Huey
WITH the retirement of the RNZAF Bell UH-1H Iroquois’ in July
2015, New Zealand farewells a venerable and well-loved helicopter
that forms a major piece of our aviation and military history. For
decades movies and TV screens across the globe have forged the
UH-1 into the fibre of our popular culture. With its distinctive
‘stubby’ look, and the uniquely continuous ‘thud-thud-thud’ sound
as the advancing blade tip hits the turbulent vortices left behind by
the blade just before it, this is a helicopter that has become instantly
recognisable wherever it goes.
Originally named the XH-40 by Bell, when the US Army
adopted its own two-letter designation system, it became the HU-1
(Helicopter Utility). From this designation came Huey, the name by
which the helicopter has since remained affectionately known. The
US Department of Defence standard system later reversed this to
UH-1, then the first designation in the new DOD helicopter series.
For an astounding 49 years the Huey has played vital roles for
No 3 Squadron RNZAF, as a battlefield transport and search and
rescue platform across the South Pacific, as well as in the UK,
South East Asia, Timor, Soloman Islands, and the Antarctic.
The Iroquois became infamous during the Vietnam war as the
US Army pioneered a method of air mobile manoeuvre warfare
that is still practised widely in modern times. The ability of a
commander to manoeuvre his forces by air right into the fight or
behind the enemy revolutionised modern warfare. The aircraft and
crews took heavy losses however, with 3,305 of the 7,013 UH-1s
that served in the war being lost, along with 2,177 airmen killed.
The conflict saw the development of many UH-1s into gunships
with rockets, heavy machine-gun pods and missiles. The unique
sound of these machines would arrive on the jungle battlefield well
prior to the helicopter itself - and it became known as ‘the sound
of freedom’, ingrained into the memories and nightmares of all
who served with them.
The helicopter was designed to a US Army specification laid
out in 1952 for a Battlefield Medivac helicopter, and first flew in
1956, with serial production commencing in 1960. The design
was the first turbine powered helicopter to enter service with the
US military and proved so successful that over 16,000 examples
have been built. Many are still flying today with 30+ different
military variants in existence, from gunships, to troop carriers,
special operations, air ambulance and even flying radar platforms.
Variations of the UH-1 design have served with the USAF, US
Army, US Navy and the US Marines, as well as for the armed forces

of 56 different nations. The design was also used as the basis for
the famous AH-1 Cobra Gunship, and many variants entered
civilian and commercial use as Bell 204/205, 212/214, 412 and 533
models. Variants of the Bell UH-1 family have served on every
continent on earth, and alongside military use can still be found in
civilian use on off-shore platforms, fire-fighting, search and rescue,
heavy lift and commercial operations.
The RNZAF received its first five UH-1D examples in 1966,
and then 9 UH-1H models in 1970, with another UH-1H in 1976.
All of the UH-1Ds were upgraded to UH-1Hs by the end of the
1970s. In 1996 two ex- US Army attrition airframes were purchased.
With three aircraft lost to accidents, 13 Iroquois were active with
No 3 Squadron when the NH90 was selected to replace it. With
retirement approaching, each individual aircraft was stood down
from service as it reached its next major servicing requirement, with
the remaining fleet of six helicopters conducting a final farewell
tour of the country on May 21 2015. Final retirement from service
is planned for 1st July 2015.
After donating some examples to museums, the RNZAF is
offering up 10 airframes for sale, on an ‘as is - where is’ basis.
Whilst they would prefer to sell the whole lot in bulk, they are
entertaining the idea of individual sales, so there is some hope
that a few can remain here in New Zealand flying with warbirds
enthusiasts (please can we have one at Ardmore, Ed.) Despite the
age of the aircraft they must still go through US Department of
State approval for the technology transfer.
The RNZAF UH-1H helicopters were armed with two 7.62
MAG58 Machine-guns, and could be equipped with night-vision
equipment, a Nightsun spotlight, and a rescue winch. They could
transport seven soldiers, (or five fully equipped), and could carry
an under-slung load of 1045 kg. Powered by a Lycoming T53-L13B
engine producing 1,400SHP it could cruise at 196 km/hr, with a
range of 370 km or 682km with an auxiliary fuel tank. Normally
the aircraft was operated by two pilots and one crewman, with the
addition of a door-gunner for tactical operations. For night vision
op’s the aircraft would carry an extra crewman.
The NH90 that is replacing the UH-1H brings with it greatly
increased range, speed, payload and it has to be said… cost. And
they do bring RNZAF’s airborne rotary technology into the
modern age. Despite this there will be many New Zealanders, and
many within the NZDF, who will miss the sight and sound of the
UH-1H greatly.

On 7th May three Iroquois helicopters from the RNZAF’s
3 Squadron flew out of Wigram for the final time before
retirement. The aircraft made their final flights flying
veterans around the Christchurch area in formation
and with doors open. It was emotional for many of the
veterans and a fitting tribute to the RNZAF workhorse.
Thanks to Tony Angelo who was fortunate enough to ride
along on the flight, then sending us a note about the trip
and the photo at left.
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Gavin Conroy

At right: A powerful Huey image from Gavin
Conroy’s collection, taken when he went along
on a mountain exercise with the RNZAF.
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contributed by Frank Parker

HUEY and I
Service

NEW ROBINSON R44 HELICOPTERS – DON’T WAIT TILL OCTOBER 2015 EX. FACTORY LEAD TIMES
NEW R44 RAVEN I / EST. LATE JUNE 2015 EX. RHC FACTORY Viper Red with White Trim, Tan Velour Interior.
Equipped with Garmin GTR225B VHF COM, Garmin GTX 330ES TXP/Encoder, Kannad ELT 406, Millibar Altimeter,
Heated Pitot Tube, Fuel Bladder Tanks, Tie Downs, Bubble Cover & Wheels, RHC Limited Warranty 2 years /1000 Hrs
whichever occurs first.
POA
NEW R44 RAVEN  II WITH AIR-CON / EST. JULY 2015 EX. RHC FACTORY S/N: All-over Slate Grey, Grey Leather.
Equipped with Extra Corrosion Protection, ELT 406, Fuel Bladder Tanks, 4 x Bubble Windows, Garmin GTR225B VHF
COM, Garmin GTX330ES TXP/Encoder, Tie Downs, Wheels, Bubble Cover, RHC Limited Warranty 2 years /1000 Hrs
whichever occurs first.
POA
NEW R44 CLIPPER  II WITH POP-OUT FLOATS & AIR-CON / EST. JULY 2015 EX. RHC FACTORY S/N: All-over
White, Grey Leather. Equipped with ELT 406, Fuel Bladder Tanks, 4 x Bubble Windows, Garmin GTR225B VHF
COM, Garmin GTX330ES TXP/Encoder, Tie Downs, Wheels, Bubble Cover, RHC Limited Warranty 2 years /1000 Hrs
whichever occurs first.
POA
NEW ROBINSON R22 HELICOPTERS - DON’T WAIT TILL JUNE 2015 EX. FACTORY LEAD TIMES                                                                                                                                            
NEW  R22 BETA II / EST. LATE JUNE FLY-AWAY S/N: 4675 Viper Red with White Trim, Tan Velour. Equipped with
New Six- Hole Panel, Garmin GTR225B COM, Garmin GTX330ES TXP/Encoder, Fuel Bladder Tanks, Metalised Upper
Sheave, RHC Oil Filter Kit, Tie Downs, Bubble Cover & Wheels, RHC Limited Warranty 2 years / 1000 Hrs whichever
occurs first.
POA

Charter

PILOT TRAINING
Full Ground Courses
R22 - R44 - R66
PPL and CPL
Type Ratings
Instructor Ratings
Night Ratings (unlim)

HELI CHARTER
Scenic Flights
Heli Fishing
Proposal Flights
Hotel Transfers
Commercial Ops
Photography

NEW  R22 BETA II / EST. EARLY JULY 2015 EX. FACTORY COMPLETION S/N: 4686 White with Viper Red, Tan
Velour. Equipped with New Six- Hole Panel, Garmin GTR225B COM, Garmin GTX330ES TXP/Encoder, Fuel Bladder
Tanks, Metalised Upper Sheave, RHC Oil Filter Kit, Tie Downs, Bubble Cover & Wheels, RHC Limited Warranty 2
years/ 1000 Hrs whichever occurs first.
POA
OVERHAULED & PRE-OWNED ROBINSON HELICOPTERS
2012 R66 / Total Time 20 Hrs (approx.), ZK-HCE, S/N: 0206, Slate Grey Metallic with Tan Leather.Equipped with King
KY196A, ICOM IC-A210, Garmin Aera 500, Zaon PCAS XRX, Dart Floor Protectors. Corrosion protection. Set up for
commercial ops.
USD$730,000 + GST
RHC FACTORY OVERHAUL R44 CLIPPER II WITH AIR-CON / EST. IN FINAL FACTORY COMPLETION EX.
RHC FACTORY S/N 10413 Viper Red with Bright Silver Trim, Grey Leather. Equipped with Pop-Out Floats, Fuel
Bladder Tanks, 4 x Bubble Windows, King KY196A VHF COM, King TXP/Encoder, NAT AA12 Audio Panel, Garmin
250 XL GPS with 2nd COMM Kannad 405 ELT, Extra Corrosion Protection, Tie Downs, Wheels, Bubble Cover.
POA
HELIFLITE OVERHAULED R44 RAVEN I / EST. APRIL 2015 COMPLETION S/N:1762 Yellow with Grey Trim, Grey
Leather Interior. Equipped with Fuel Bladder Tanks, 4 x Bubble Windows, King KY196A VHF COM, King KT76C VHF
COM, ELT 406, Tie Downs, Wheels, Bubble Cover, RHC Limited Warranty. Overhauled Lycoming Engine with Factory
POA
Warranty.
HELIFLITE OVERHAULED R22 BETA II / EST. APRIL 2015 COMPLETION SN: 3779 White with Blue Trim, New Leather
Interior. Equipped with Fuel Bladder Tanks, King KY197A VHF COM, Transponder, UHF Radio, Tie Downs, Ground
Handing Wheels, Bubble Cover, RHC Limited Warranty. Overhauled Engine with Warranty.
POA
2006 R44 RAVEN II WITH AIR-CON / EX. BRISBANE TT: 1080 Hrs VH-WJA Yellow Base with White Trim, Tan Leather.
Equipped with Air-Con, Fuel Bladder Tanks, 4 x Bubble Windows, King KY196A VHF COM, King TXP/Encoder, AH, TC,
DG, 9 Hole Panel, NAT AA12 Audio Panel, Garmin 430 GPS/COM/NAV, Four Point Harness (fwd seats), Tie Downs,
Wheels, Bubble Cover. Fresh 100 Hr service.
POA

Training

Sales:

Brett Sanders 021 748 984
brett@heliflitepacific.com

Service: Zack Erdos   
021 748 608
zack@heliflitepacific.com
Parts:

Sarah Smith
09 299 9442
sarah@heliflitepacific.com

Training: Riaan Botha    021 508 472
riaan@heliflitepacific.com
Charter: Alex Justice    09 299 9103
alex@heliflitepacific.com

www.heliflite.co.nz

Number One for Robinson Helicopter Sales & Service
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MY first experience with ‘Huey’ was back
in 1968 (give or take a year) when No 37
Squadron (Thames) ATC Cadets were
taken for an air experience flight in this
latest acquisition of the RNZAF. The
aircraft landed in the High School grounds
across the road from the ‘Drill Hall’,
causing quite a commotion.
The Huey, a nickname derived from
its initial designation HU-1 (later changed
to UH-1) was designed to a US Army
casualty evacuation requirement (think
MASH), hence the aircraft’s wide fuselage
Frank Parker enjoyed 15 years of this in the RNZAF from 1971 through 1986.
to accommodate stretcher patients. The
first prototype flew on 20 Oct 1956 (I was five years old – there’s a
where we were supporting the Army in tropical warfare training.
hint) and eventually over 16000 variants of the type were built.
We were based at the Fiji Military Forces (FMF) Queen Elizabeth
Fast forward a few years as an RNZAF Pilot Trainee and a Huey
Barracks in downtown Suva; I can attest, never to be competition
visited Wigram (unfortunately on a SAR mission for a missing Air
to the Hilton. My memory of this trip was ‘Bud’ Mills (recently
Force Devon). That was an opportunity for an appreciative close-up
returned from a tour in Vietnam) buzzing the local fishermen in
look over of this amazing machine, and the passing thought that it
their dugout canoes to see when they would ‘bail out’. Seemed like
would be a pretty good option to the jet jockey dream (all the cool
fun, however, when I tried the same a few years later the fishermen
guys wanted to be fighter pilots – way before Top Gun).
retaliated by throwing rocks. At that point we declared a draw!
So to ‘Graduation Day’, the Vietnam conflict (all the way
My first tour on 3 Squadron was four years, and some 1300
with LBJ) was in full swing. (For younger readers, LBJ refers to
hours. I uptrained to Captain in July 1972, not yet 21 with my own
American President Lyndon Johnson. Ed.). The RNZAF had a few
Huey, courtesy of the taxpayer.
pilots involved, including a helicopter crew attached to 9 Squadron
Summers were busy with Army Annual Camps at Waiouru
RAAF which required a supply of pilots. This led to four of our
and Tekapo generally accounting for January and February. The
course heading in the rotary wing direction, including Pilot Officer
remainder of the year was taken up with various army tasking
Parker. After three months of ‘Sioux Helicopter Basic’ it was off to
throughout the North Island, the ‘trek’ to Waiouru a milk run.
Auckland, No 3 Squadron for an Iroquois co-pilot course - and so
There were regular detachments to Wigram for two weeks to
began an adventure which lasted the next 15 years.
maintain Army and SAR support for the South Island and of
In 1971 the Huey, whilst not cutting edge, was modern kit after
course regular continuation training sorties.
the WW II vintage Harvard and 1950s Devon we had trained on.
Early in my career I was checked out as a ‘maintenance test
It was also a capable multi-role machine, the conversion covering
pilot’, responsible for test flying after maintenance. This satisfied
day/night VFR, Instrument Rating, role flying and ‘winch operator’
my ‘yearn’ for holding a spanner (my Dad was a car mechanic – I
training.
grew up with grease under my fingernails) and enabled a rapport
My first ‘operational’ flight was as co-pilot for Flight Lieutenant
with the engineers which I still enjoy today. It also meant countless
Garnett, Hobsonville - Hamilton -Hobsonville for ‘transland’ (task
starts, blade tracking and five minute flights!
directive) 405 on 3rd Sept 1971. Finally the good people of New
September was often ‘Tropic’ time, a Base Auckland deployment
Zealand were recouping their considerable training investment in
exercise to Fiji, to prove we could do it. This often involved joint
Pilot Officer Parker!
training or support with Army elements and civic support with
My last ‘operational’ flight with Huey was with Flying Officer
Fijian authorities. For our crews it was tropical experience, and just
‘Dilly’ Delany and MHCM ‘Oz’ Burton, Hobsonville – Wellington
a little bit of ‘fun’.
- Hobsonville transland 516 on 14 Jan 1986. I feel 15 years was
This training put the Squadron (and supporting services) in
a pretty good return on investment for the taxpayers of the
good practice for emergency operations. We went through (from
Dominion.
memory) three years of deployments to Fiji for cyclone relief. The
Of course those fifteen years spanned fantastic camaraderie,
Squadron Operations Officer, Pete Amodeo (codename Seagull)
wonderful adventures, the occasional scary bit, and all with Huey at
would run a sweepstake as to which week in late summer we would
the periphery, the background or centre stage.
get the call. The RNZAF could have aircraft on the ground in
My first (ever) overseas trip was with Huey, a deployment to Fiji
Fiji within 24 hours. Huey was transported in the C130 Hercules,
Come and see the NZ Warbirds Society Visitor Centre at Ardmore. Details on www.nzwarbirds.org.nz
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The imminent Iroquois retirement by our RNZAF
provided an ideal opportunity to persuade
regular KiwiFlyer warbirds contributor Frank
Parker to write about the 15 years he spent
flying them. As readers will see, some great
adventures were had.
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who had abandoned a burning freighter off the coast of Banks
Peninsula. We had prepared for an extended coastal search and had
full auxiliary fuel on board. In poor visibility and by sheer chance
we spotted their flare and started to winch them from their rubber
raft. We ended up with (from memory) 11 large Tongan seamen in
the back of Huey. Space was definitely at a premium and they were
very pleased to reach terra firma. As a sequel to this, a week later,
75 Squadron Skyhawks used the ship for target practice as a simple
way of despatching it to the depths. (Did I mention it took several
attempts to sink (i.e. hit) the vessel - well it was a small target!!)
I had a couple of years out from Huey as I completed a flying
instructors course, fixed wing and then rotary wing instructing,
again based at Wigram, Christchurch.
In March 1982 it was back to an Auckland post as Training
Officer No 3 Squadron Utility Helicopter Flight (UHF). My
friendship with Huey was about to get renewed. My job was
to oversee conversion and continuation training for Squadron
pilots along with operational flying and SAR duties. These were
interesting and busy times, and an opportunity to pass on some of
the knowledge I had gained over the past 10 or so years.
My memory of this time is from December 1982; the recovery
of Iroquois 03 from the Empress Ice Shelf Mount Cook. The
prelude to this story was two climbers (Mark Inglis and Phil Doole)
who had been trapped at high altitude by bad weather for over a
fortnight. Huey 03 had attempted to land a rescue party on the ice
shelf at a little over 10,000’. The pilot suffered white-out from the
blowing loose snow and in attempting to land had rolled the aircraft
on its side. The Air Force now had a recovery job on its hands.
Squadron Commander, Wing Commander Ken Wells, myself

and Sgt Chris Brownlee headed south to ‘sort it’. Over a few days
with a group of dedicated, talented and enthusiastic engineers and
mountaineers we managed to remove the aircraft piece by piece
such that it was repaired to fly once more. An aside to this story;
at the end of the operation we were called to assist a search for
a mountaineer who had fallen down a crevice on the Murchison
Glacier. In short we became engulfed in cloud while hovering on
the edge of the crevice attempting to effect what was now a body
recovery, not a good place to be. The only way out was to complete
an IF (instrument) take off away from the mountain, fly for a
calculated (i.e. guessed at) period in a calculated (i.e. guessed at)
safe direction then start a descent out of the cloud. The eventual
sight of the Tasman Glacier below after a few minutes (felt like a
lifetime) could never have looked or felt better.
My next big adventure with Huey was in July 1983 with the
Multi National Force and Observers (MFO) in the Sinai, Egypt.
The MFO was a quasi United Nations Organisation established
to oversee the Camp David peace accords between Egypt and
Israel. In ANZAC traditions we had two RNZAF aircraft and
crews (actually leased US aircraft) within a Joint RNZAF/RAAF
Unit. Our task was to provide helicopter support to the Fijian
and Columbian Army Units and the Civilian Observers. This
was a varied role, one which enabled us to fly throughout the
Sinai Peninsula, an area approximately the size of Otorohanga,
Wanganui, and New Plymouth encompassing sandy desert, stony
desert and 3000 feet mountains plus centuries of history.
As the land bridge between Asia and Africa, armies have
contested this land for millennia. In modern history it has been
contested by Britain and Turkey (WWI) Britain and Germany

Huey blades are big. Their 48 foot length and 21 inch chord produces large tip vortices which
when hit by the following blade, create the unique Huey sound.
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Gavin Conroy

and often guerilla warfare style operations. We also did some joint
tasking with the Malaysian Military and Singaporean Military. Some
of the highlights of the tour were; an annual two week tented
camp deployment to Kuantan on the East Coast of Malaysia, just
to prove we could do it; regular monthly ‘nav trainer’ flights to
our Australian buddies at Butterworth with overnights at Kuala
Lumpur, once more to prove we could do it. Further recollections
are; training with the Malaysian Army in the ‘Highlands’ where they
completed ‘cold weather’ training prior to deployments to New
Zealand, and training with the Malaysian Police Field Force in Ipoh,
northern Malaysia in support of NZ Special Forces Training. This
was two years of once again great camaraderie, great flying, and
enduring memories.
One of these memories was without Huey; I acted as a
supernumerary crew (imprestee, AKA Moneybags) on a Bristol
Freighter Indonesian Ambassadors’ Tour of southern Indonesia.
Over two weeks we visited a myriad of small islands from (an as
then undiscovered) Bali to West Timor. It was an incredible insight
into the culture of this part of the world.
On February 9th 1978 I commenced duty as the No 3 Squadron
Detachment Commander at Wigram, Christchurch. This was a two
aircraft unit to support the Army at nearby Burnham Camp and
to provide SAR coverage for the South Island. Whilst the bulk of
our work was with the Army, it was the SAR operations, especially
in the mountains which gained the headlines. It is fair to say that
Huey became challenged above 8000 feet with power and tail rotor
control issues associated with altitude, which in turn led to one or
two ‘interesting’ experiences.
My memory of these times is a maritime rescue of a crew

Gavin Conroy

this required removal of the main rotor and driveshaft from the
transmission to give inches of clearance in the cargo hold. The
record from C130 landing to Huey flying was a matter of hours, no
mean feat.
These disaster relief operations were extremely fulfilling,
delivering a semblance of hope to people who had lost everything
to the fury of the elements.
In Dec-Jan 1973-74 I was fortunate enough to be selected for
an exchange tour with the US Navy VXE-6 flying twin Hueys
in Antarctica. This has left a lasting impression with me, one I
appreciate more now than as a 22 year old. I was able to visit the
pioneering explorers’ huts, see the magnificence of the wildlife, the
majesty of the scenery and make a trip to South Pole Station where
I stepped around the Earth in four paces; OK it wasn’t the real
geographical South Pole but who cares!
The next big adventure was a posting to 41 Squadron Singapore,
which at that time operated three Bristol Freighters as the remnants
of New Zealand’s contribution to the RAF Far East Air Force,
plus four Hueys to support the remaining New Zealand Infantry
Battalion, also a remnant of the British Forces whom had recently
withdrawn from the Theatre. Strategically this was an interesting
time; the British had withdrawn their considerable military forces
from South East Asia, Singapore had recently divorced itself from
the Federation of Malaysia and was building its own military, the
Vietnam conflict was in the throes of collapse, there were antigovernment terrorist groups active in Malaysia and Thailand - all
supporting the domino theory doctrine.
The bulk of our flying in Singapore was in support of the NZ
Army in southern Malaysia who were of course training in tropical

Airshow favourites. A face-off above and
rappelling demonstration below. Chris Gee photos.
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Off on a training exercise, in nicely composed formation for Gavin Conroy’s camera.
Please support our advertisers and tell them you saw their advertisement in KiwiFlyer.
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NZ Warbirds

Gavin Conroy

In the Huey office. Somewhat old-school compared to the glass flight deck of the new NH90s.

Gavin Conroy

A familiar sight at NZ airshows, the Huey always drew in an appreciative crowd.

(WWII), and Egypt and Israel on at least three
occasions. It has been the scene of the biggest tank
battles since WWII, a place of tragedy and incredible
natural beauty.
This is the only time I was (knowingly) shot at in
my military career. We had a night Casevac from our
Base to Tel Aviv Israel. The rules were that we would
fly four miles off the coast, however at night in a
single engined helicopter that seemed like a dumb
idea, so we opted to fly maybe a half mile off the
coast instead. Israeli Military Control then questioned
our position, advising they had a target in a restricted
zone and would fire a line of tracer shells. It was time
for an immediate left turn!
My memory of this time, and there are many,
is Mahmood, a polished black gentleman from the
Sudan. He was the ‘O Club’ barman who told a story
how he had worked for the British, the Germans,
the British, the Egyptians, the Israelis, the Egyptians,
the Israelis, the Egyptians and now the Americans.
In fact he stayed still but wars and history flowed
and ebbed over his lot; his friendly banter, “Shukran
Effendi”, answered by “Afwan Mahmood”. There
was also the SWAS, officiated by one Dean Clisberry,
but that’s another story.
The Sinai Tour was six months, away from family
and friends. It was once more a time of camaraderie,
experience and a glimpse in to the history of this
amazing area. It is so sad to see the turmoil of Syria
and Iraq of present.
February 1984 and it was back to No 3 Squadron
as Utility Flight (Iroquois) Flight Commander (UFC).
This was almost the old job, except the buck now
stopped on my desk. My memory of this time is the
people. We still had the Sinai commitment swallowing
four crews (eight Pilots plus four Crewmen) per year
so training was a high commitment. At one point I
had 12 Pilot Officers on charge and as one would
expect they were a lively bunch. I generally received
a Monday morning ‘sitrep’ (situation report) of the
weekend’s frivolities so I was forewarned prior to the
inevitable official enquiry from above.
A quick scan of my logbook shows a mixture of
tasking flights, training, check and standardisation,
the occasional SAR flight, deployment exercises
within NZ and to Fiji. None of it Battle of Britain
stuff but extremely fulfilling nonetheless.
Alas all good things come to an end. My last
fling with Huey was on 31 January 1986 with Flying
Officer Craies and Flight Sergeant Cooper; the
exercise being continuation training and a chance for
a last circuit around Hobsonville. Huey and I had an
enduring friendship, 15 years, on and off, over 4500
or so hours. I never broke him and he never broke
me. And he gained my respect and affection.
Regards, Frankly@xtra.co.nz

Farewell. We’ll miss you.
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Avsure Insurance Feature
contributed by Bill Beard

Peace of Mind at Insurance Claim Time

FREEMAN FREIGHT
INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC
Specialising in Shipping
l
l
l

Unless you are violating the terms of your policy,
there should be no need for sleepless nights if the
time comes for an insurance claim. Bill Beard
from Avsure explains as follows:

HELICOPTERS
FIXED WING
ALL AIRCRAFT PARTS

100% NZ OWNED & OPERATED
24 hours / 7 days services

I HAVE occasionally been party to a
conversation wherein an aircraft owner
will vent his opinion fairly strongly that
Aviation Insurers would do whatever they
could to avoid paying claims. I deal with
insurance companies every day of the
week and you may be interested to know
that the underwriting staff of the majority
of companies are very knowledgeable in
aviation matters, either being long standing
aviation enthusiasts or pilots, and in some
cases even aircraft owners themselves.
Having been involved in the aviation
insurance industry for 29+ years, I’ve only
come across a few insurance claims that
were justifiably denied. However, over this
time I cannot recall seeing even one claim
being declined for what I would consider
questionable reasons.
I can assure you that aviation insurers
would only consider declining a claim if
there is a clear violation of the policy terms
and conditions and that the violation is
directly related to the cause of the accident
that resulted in the claim.
Claim settlements are the insurance

DAILY AUCKLAND COURIER
6a Kaha Street, Rangataua, Ohakune.
Phone Warwick on 0273 400 284 or a/h 09 814 8910
email: freemanfreight@xtra.co.nz
www.freemanfreight.co.nz

Hangar 1, Steele Road
Hamilton Airport

Phone Paul on 07 843 1200 or 021 743 033
Email: paul@centralaero.nz
www.centralaero.nz

industry’s ‘shop window’. Companies will
not risk legal action as a result of declining
a claim on non-related grounds. On the
other hand, I would expect an insurance
company to deny a claim if the pilot was
either not named as an approved pilot or
did not meet the pilot qualifications or
minimum experience levels under an open
pilot warranty. Likewise you could expect
problems if at the time of an accident, the
aircraft was being used for something other
than the approved uses under the policy.
The best way to avoid problems in this
area is to make sure your policy is correctly
issued. I suggest you check it right now
to ensure the uses adequately meet your
requirements, bearing in mind that standard
uses do not include (amongst other more
hazardous activities) instruction, private
hire/rental, aerobatics, patrols, experimental
or competition flying or air races unless
specifically mentioned in the schedule.
Ensure all pilots that fly your aircraft are
named or meet any restrictions imposed
under the policy. Ensure the correct pilot
information, with regard to experience and
hours on type are accurately recorded with
the underwriting company. Bear in mind
that known CAA violations relating to any
pilot should be notified and updated every
renewal. It is important to keep in mind

that it is a policy condition that you must
comply with all CAA rules with regard to
the operation of your aircraft.
Avsure only arranges policies with
specialist aviation insurance companies with
an “A” or higher rating which indicate an
excellent claims paying ability. We are very
particular with regard to security we use
in arranging aircraft insurances to ensure
prompt and reliable settlements in the event
of claims, but the owner(s) / policy holder
must comply with the policy conditions.
To discuss any aviation insurance
questions or to seek quotations, contact
Bill Beard at Avsure on 0800 322 206.

Contact us for a
free no obligation
quotation on any
aviation insurance
requirement you have
AIRCRAFT

Avsure provides the most competitive
insurance programmes available in the
Aviation Industry. When considering
your aircraft insurance, you definitely
need the best ADVICE,
EXPERIENCE and RESOURCES.
At Avsure, WE DELIVER.

Avsure - where aviation insurance
isn’t just a sideline, it’s all we do!
A division of Boston Marks Group Limited
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En-route
contributed by Nick Ashley

En-route: Christchurch - Aoraki/Mount Cook
An adventure in the Alps

These days, with GPS navigation an all-pervading technology, it is of course
very common to simply load up a destination and then follow the magenta
line to get there. Cross country navigation via waypoints that you really have
to ‘look for’, and the associated map reading, are skills practiced by many of
us somewhat less often than they should be. For that matter, flying from point
A to point B ‘because you need to get there’ might mean missing out on many
interesting things along the way which you could easily have seen just by
varying course a few degrees here and there.
KiwiFlyer welcomes Nick
Ashley as a contributor to the

magazine with a new series titled ‘En-route’. This article is the first of many
we have planned, sharing Nick’s travels which are all about flying for the fun
of it, rather than for any need to arrive at a particular place.
Personally, I’ve always thought that providing conditions permit, the
best way to avoid other airborne traffic was to deliberately not follow that
magenta line on the screen, spend a little more time planning a route, and
then enjoy whatever interesting scenery there might be on the way. In this
series, Nick does a lot of that hard work for us, with plenty of tips on offer
for some great days out aviating.
Enjoy.

THE Southern Alps present
planning, and packing for the
some of the most challenging
day ahead. Once satisfied that
flying terrain in the country,
everything was in order, we
thanks to a combination of
squeezed into the little Cessna
almost every danger possible
and trundled out towards
to light aircraft. Notoriously
runway 02 with a blustery
changeable weather, fickle
nor’easter at our backs but
localised air conditions,
the promise of calm skies and
aircraft performance
stunning scenery inland.
considerations, hazardous
Air Traffic Control directed
terrain, and difficult
us safely around the busy
navigation all necessitate
airport to queue up beside
careful planning.
the main 3000 metre asphalt
However, the terrain
runway as our full load of
is equally beautiful as it is
passengers and fuel prevented
The towering summit of Aoraki / Mount Cook makes for an impressive sight.
potentially treacherous and
the use of the 500 metre grass
every pilot should make the effort to fly through at least once.
strip. After a gap finally appeared in a slew of morning arrivals, that
Glittering turquoise lakes, imposing snow-capped mountain peaks,
familiar message crackled through my headset: “Echo X-ray Echo,
and majestic sparkling glaciers contrast with verdant fields and
line up runway seal zero-two”.
rainforest, and vast swathes of tussock-strewn plains, to create the
A minute later we began to roll along the three-kilometre-long
ultimate day trip from Christchurch.
asphalt strip and claw our way skyward, buffeted by the gusty wind.
I secured the use of a Cessna 172P from the Air New Zealand
With a blanket of stratocumulus cloud blowing in from the coast
Flying Club for a day, the aircraft’s respectable payload and highwe were trapped at low level, the tailwind making for a speedy albeit
wing design making it an excellent choice for an alpine sightseeing
bumpy cruise of almost 130 knots.
adventure. Three friends would join me for this trip; Marco, Jodie,
With few navigational references amongst the repetitive
and Stefan were all veterans of previous flights with me around
paddocks of the Canterbury Plains, I was thankful for Marco’s
Christchurch and were excited to venture further afield this time.
assistance as he helped to keep my paperwork under control from
We gathered at Christchurch International Airport in the gloomy
the seat beside me. Passing charts, navigation logs, and other
morning light as I began the hour-long ritual of checking, weighing,
documents back and forth helped to cut down the workload as I

Track record: The end result of a meandering adventure in the mountains.
Numbers on the map are referenced in the images that follow.

Mackenzie desert (1). Arid plains stretch out
south from Lake Tekapo.

Crossroads (2) ensure vehicles and water can flow
uninterrupted through the Waitaki hydro scheme.

juggled radio frequencies to try and keep
the flight following service updated with
our progress. I deliberately eschewed a
strict point-to-point route for this trip,
instead relying on the view out the window
to pick the best path between landmarks
so that we could fully appreciate our
surroundings.
Thankfully, it wasn’t long before the
cloud began to thin, and I could initiate
a cruise climb up to 6,500 feet, which
brought the welcome relief of perfectly
still air and much easier navigation as I
could pick out familiar towns and mountain
peaks in the distance. The green patchwork
quilt of fields spread out beneath us as the
Cessna’s 5.2 litre Lycoming engine droned
on, pulling us south-west towards Burkes
Pass, the gateway to the Southern Alps.
All of a sudden the landscape below
changed dramatically, with lush irrigated
Canterbury farmland giving way in stark
contrast to the barren expanse of the
Mackenzie Basin. The closest thing to a
desert you’ll find in the south island, the
desolate brown wasteland stretched out
far into the hazy distance. This area is
often packed with sightseeing aircraft, ski
planes, and helicopters, but today the 4,000

Sling 2

Canal country (3): Tekapo canal water pools
before the penstocks of ‘Tekapo B’ power station.

Out the window (4): Looking down on the
amazing turquoise hue of Lake Pukaki.

Register as Light Sport,
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l
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Contact Tim
High country (5): Peaks in the Kirikirikatata / Mount Cook range.
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www.sportsaircraftnz.com

Would you like to see something different in KiwiFlyer or perhaps contribute yourself ? Contact us with your ideas.
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En-route

En-route:

Christchurch - Aoraki/Mount Cook
Total flight time: 4hrs 9min
Total trip time (incl pre-flight): 9hrs
Approximate distance travelled:

320nm

Suggested charts:

B4, C8, C12, C13

Significant radio frequencies:

Mount Cook MBZ 118.6
Uncontrolled 119.1
Gliders 133.55
Timaru area 119.5
Christchurch Tower 118.4
FISCOM 124.4, 123.5

Lake Tasman (6): This frigid pool dotted with ice
floes sits beneath the Tasman Glacier’s terminus.

Traffic/airspace:

Mt Cook region – thorough brief
required, refer AIP Vol 4 and experienced
local operator if possible. Caution gliders
near Omarama, and heavy traffic within
Mount Cook MBZ

Long white hangars (7): Omarama aerodrome’s
glider hangars are hard to miss.

Terrain:

Mountain flying training and thorough
brief, careful navigation and fuel
management, and detailed W&B and
P-chart calculations required.
Weather:

Generally variable and unpredictable,
especially isolated local air currents, any
and all conditions should be prepared for.
Primary aerodrome:

Lake Benmore (8): NZ’s largest artificial lake
threads through the base of the Benmore Range.

Omarama (NZOA), avoid glider winch
launch strip and caution glider ops nearby.

Alternate aerodromes:

Timaru (NZTU), Tekapo (NZTL),
Glentanner (NZGT),
Mount Cook (NZMC), Pukaki (NZUK),
Oamaru (NZOU), Waimate (NZWM),
ref AIP Vol. 4.
Benmore (9): NZ’s largest solid-earth dam ahead
of our second largest hydro power station.

Free at last (10): The Waitaki River runs past
Kurow to the coast.
20

Port town (11): Skirting Timaru on the way back
home to Christchurch.
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square kilometre Mount Cook mandatory
broadcast zone was strangely silent, save
the odd garbled call from the West Coast
as pilots’ transmissions were blocked by the
towering peaks looming ahead.
I navigated the criss-cross of roads,
canals, rivers, and lakes that comprise
the upper reaches of the massive Waitaki
hydro scheme as we skirted the airfield
and military base near Lake Tekapo and
followed a canal to the eastern shore of
pastel-blue Lake Pukaki, sitting mirror-like
beneath the Ben Ohau range.
The cruise phase of our flight provided
more opportunity to chat over the
intercom, and with Marco’s expertise in
geo-surveying and aviation there was plenty
for us to talk about. All the time I was
keeping a close eye on the layer of altolevel cloud high above us, which filtered
the sunlight to cast an eerie glow on our
surroundings. So far we had encountered
nothing but perfectly smooth air, which
made the Cessna seem as if to be running
on rails. Nearing the mountains, Marco
stopped talking mid-sentence as we were
suddenly hit by a firm buffet of turbulence,
like running over a pothole in the sky. We
looked at each other and waited, a few
seconds of smooth flight followed, and
then another jolt.
I could pick a stack of lenticular cloud
formations ahead which suggested a Foehn
wind, the dreaded nor’wester, might not be
far away. The effects of this wind can range
from the discomfort of turbulence, through
to powerful lee-flow drafts that can push
an aircraft down like a giant invisible hand,
or even violent rotors which can whip
an aircraft onto its back within seconds.
Thankfully the weather reports, which had
been fully accurate so far, indicated that
there wouldn’t be any significant turbulence
until later in the day, and after a brief
discussion between the four of us, I turned
north up the Tasman river valley, venturing
further into the mountains.
As we climbed ever higher and passed
over Glentanner and Mount Cook
aerodromes, the Cessna’s vertical speed
indicator began to slowly creep down, the
aircraft’s engine struggling to eke out each
additional hundred feet of altitude in the
thinning air. Conscious of our remaining
fuel, I stopped the climb well short of
Mount Cook’s lofty 12,200 foot summit
and began to fly a circuit around the base
of the iconic peak for a few minutes. The
Cessna’s high-wing design came in handy
here as we all craned our necks and camera
lenses to take in the awesome sight of the
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

many mountains, glaciers, rivers, and lakes
crammed into this small area.
Soon enough it was time for a cruise
descent back down to our stop at
Omarama, situated at the southern end of
the Mackenzie Basin. We joined back up
with the trail of dams, canals, and hydro
power stations, and I began to listen out
on the local gliding frequency. Aside from
a winch launch taking place at Omarama
the airwaves remained silent. Suddenly
the aerodrome’s distinctive white hangars
came into view, and being careful to avoid
the rough winch-launch strip, I floated our
aircraft down onto the grass strip for an
effortless landing.
It was time to fuel up, and 40 litres of
Avgas into the Cessna was a quick job at
the pumps. Fuel for pilot and passengers
was a little more difficult, but a 15 minute
stroll into the village centre and a lazy
lunch soon saw us all eager to take to the
skies again. As we made our way back to
the airfield, a snow-white glider silently
rocketed into the air above us from a winch
launch, off to seek the world-class leeflow lift which makes the area so popular.
We were content to hop back in our little
aircraft and rumble down the grass strip,
following the last few lakes out of the
mountains and towards the east coast in the
distance.
First up was the contorted length of
Lake Benmore’s western arm, the artificial
lake conforming to snaking valley sides
below. Then after the two smaller lakes
Aviemore and Waitaki, the water was
free at last from the shackles of dams,
spillways, penstocks, and turbines to flow
out to the sea. I made a sweeping left turn
to head up and over the Hunter Hills, our
final obstacle before returning back to the
familiar Canterbury Plains.
The nor’easter from our departure
earlier in the day was still going strong back
at low level as we passed Timaru, and while
the cloud was now nowhere to be seen, it
was replaced with a blanket of haze from
several bonfires spread across our path.
Stefan had joined me up the front for the
return leg, and I enlisted his assistance to
help me keep a careful look-out for other
aircraft as visibility began to reduce and we
passed the busy areas of Timaru, Rangitata
Island, and Ashburton aerodromes. By
descending and changing course to fly just
offshore we could avoid the worst of the
smoke, but even so we quickly picked up
the acrid scent inside the aircraft.
It was a relief to return to clear air as
we approached busy Christchurch again.

The tower controller guided me in on a
short approach to ensure separation as
we sequenced in between two Air New
Zealand Link turboprops and touched
down on the familiar runway, back home
again and thoroughly pleased with the day’s
adventure.
Please note: Whilst intended to be informative,
En-route information can not be guaranteed
to be accurate. Mountain flying can be
dangerous. Pilots must undertake their own flight
preparation using official aviation documents
and seek advice from experienced local operators
and/or flight instructors as required.

Would you like to see a profile on your business in KiwiFlyer? Call us on 09 279 9924 to discuss options.

Smokescreen (12): The first of many smoke plumes
pumped into the sky from controlled bonfires.
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Places to Go
contributed by Ruth Allanson

Places to Go: Fox Glacier
Fox Glacier Airfield is an often forgotten about place to stop on
restaurant and bar at the top end of the main street. I’ve always
your way down the West Coast. It is an attractive location to break
enjoyed my lunch there and if you are sitting back a little later on
up what can seem like a long trip and it is also a very close walk into
in the day, you will enjoy a good yarn with one of the locals. West
town. Now that is has been re-surfaced, it is also straight forward to
Coast hospitality is renowned NZ-wide and Fox is no exception.
navigate your way around on the ground.
If you haven’t done it yourself or have friends with you, then
Do remember
a helicopter landing
though that Fox is
on the glacier is highly
a very busy place,
recommended. After
especially on the bright
all the Glacier country
sunny days of summer
is one of the main
with helicopters taking
highlights for visitors to
tourists up to the glacier
New Zealand. You can
and also with Skydive
do a glacier walk but
Fox Glacier operating.
even flying close over
The frequency is 118.60.
the glacier is exhilarating
If you’re a first time
and gives you an
visitor, take a topo
appreciation of the
map with you which
shear size of the deep
will help you learn the
blue ice that is there. I
area as you listen in to
found the website www.
local helicopter pilots
glaciercountry.co.nz has
making their calls. Just
an excellent array of
remember that all topo
things to do and expect
map heights are in
on your visit.
metres, not feet - so take
If you have a little
Up close with Fox Glacier
your usual up to date
more time and access
aviation maps too.
to a car then there are some great walks to do in this area. Most are
Your latest map will also be of use to understand where the
untouched and have scenery that you will not see anywhere else in
Parachute Drop Zone is, in relation to how you are going to
the world. Gillespie’s Beach is a 20 km drive from Fox. Gold was
approach. It is a one-way airstrip, running up towards the mountain
discovered here in 1865, and the mining madness began. There are
so put good thought into your approach which should set you
a choice of five short walks that will take you to mining relics and
up for a nice up-hill landing. On the ground you will find parking
a miner’s cemetery at Gillespie’s Beach. If you have more time you
up and to your right and the landing fees can be paid into the
can investigate a miner’s tunnel. There are seals to been seen and
honesty box (starting at $10). If you would like a further weather
magical remoteness.
update before arrival, either call the pleasant folk at Skydive Fox
You can also hire a bike in Fox from Fox Glacier Bike rental,
Glacier on 03 751 0080 or check out the live weather-cam on www.
which allows you to visit Lake Matheson for example. This is a
glaciercountry.co.nz.
short ride down Cook Flat road. There is a really nice café and
A very brief walk will have you in the centre of town. Fox is a
separate gift shop there. I often stop there on my way past, just
friendly bustling place that has many tourists visiting throughout
for a slice of their delicious home made cake. The Lake Matheson
the main season which is December through Easter. If you are
walk is 40 minutes return and is an iconic image engraved into
thinking of staying the night it pays to book during this time. There
our Kiwi minds - so why not be a tourist yourself for a day? The
are many motels and backpackers to choose from; the closest to the
ride back allows for arguably the best view of the glacier - that is
airfield is Westhaven which is reasonably priced and very tidy. www.
breathtaking. Not seen like this from the air or driving through
thewesthaven.co.nz
town, you’ll easily see why people gravitate to live beside these
Lunch can be found at the Cook’s Saddle, which is a pub style
majestic mountains.

South Island postcard scene, towards Fox Glacier.
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contributed by Jill McCaw

An Interview with Clayton Lightfoot
Chief Controller, Queenstown and Milford Towers
Our KiwiFlyer Interview this month is with Clayton Lightfoot, Chief
Controller Queenstown and Milford Towers. (Jill and Clayton exceeded their
word count by about, well double, with this interview. I can see why though,
and I couldn’t find any content that wasn’t interesting from which to trim
it down. This is as much an interview, as a very informative essay on the
complexity and the leading technology in use within Queenstown airspace.
Extra thanks to Clayton for expanding on Jill’s questions and providing such
a comprehensive discussion for readers to enjoy and learn from. Ed.)
Clayton, thanks for talking with us. What does your title actually mean?

I am responsible for the day to day running of both Queenstown
and Milford Sound towers. That includes things like managing staff,
ensuring there is enough roster coverage, administration duties,
document oversight, procedure design and development, looking
forward to ensure that we keep up with the projected growth
of Queenstown airport, customer liaison (from meet and greets
with overseas delegates, to doing interviews like this or attending
user meetings or safety committees), overseeing trainees, building
maintenance, as well as a number of other jobs for Airways both in
Queenstown and across the country. I couldn’t do all this without
the support of a fantastic and supportive team at both home and
work.
I also have some quite interesting jobs out of Queenstown.
One of the more interesting is as a selector for Air Traffic Control
(ATC) trainees. I spend a week in Christchurch, twice a year, talking
to and testing hopeful ATC recruits. We are always looking for
talented people to become air traffic controllers so if this sounds
like a career for you, visit www.airways.co.nz and have a look at all
the information about what an Air Traffic Controller does and fill
out the application form. There are a lot of myths about controllers
having to be super maths geniuses. While that is not so, an interest
in aviation is helpful, as it is much easier to learn about something
that you are passionate about. At the end of the day, we are looking
for well-rounded people who have the ability to be taught ATC, and
the right personality traits that would make a good controller. Fill

out the form. What have you got
to lose!
With all those activities do you get to
be hands on ATC or are you a manager
only?

All Airways Chief Controllers
are also rated at the tower that they
manage. I spend time in the office
doing those other duties but I also
do time on the boards upstairs
controlling aircraft. It is very
hands on. This type of role needs
to be, as there is no better way to
see if things are working correctly or not, than when you have to
operate the systems and talk directly to the pilots. I still really enjoy
the interaction of talking with the pilots and we are all proud of
providing the best and safest possible service to the flying public of
New Zealand.

afternoon ATC shifts and a flight service day shift. This allows us to
cover the hours of watch the airlines and airport company need and
are projecting while allowing us to have enough breaks during the
day to stay refreshed.
Queenstown aerodrome is currently going through some major
transformations to be ready for winter 2016. These include runway
widening and an enhanced lighting package to allow after dark
flights to come and go. With the advances in aircraft technology
allowing Required Navigation Performance, Authorisation Required
(RNP AR) flight paths, that the A320 and B737-800 fleet use, this
now gives the airlines the certainty that the aircraft will be exactly in
the right spot for the pilots to disengage the auto-pilot and safety
land after dark.
Queenstown seems to lead the way at introducing innovative technology. You
were one of the first to introduce Performance Based Navigation (PBN) in
2012. What is it and how has it worked out?

PBN has been revolutionary to the Queenstown airspace and
yes we are proud to say that we were one of the first in the world
to go down this road. One of the major reasons it has been a huge
success was because it was a collaboration between all the airlines,
the Queenstown Airport Company, CAA and Airways. Airways won

the prestigious international HIS Jane’s ATC award for airspace
efficiency for the work that they did with Queenstown PBN. There
was a common goal to design procedures to allow the Queenstown
IFR runway rate to just about double in bad weather conditions
and allow it to improve more in good weather. It also allowed
better payload capacity for the airlines. The airlines especially left
their individual commercial agendas at the door and were open and
honest during the consultation process.
We used to have all flights all coming and going from the same
central point (the QN VOR/DME), then we were able to draw
tracks in the sky that were far enough away laterally that they don’t
need to be held above or below the other traffic. ATC no longer
has to control every little detail as there are automatic force ups
and force downs on tracks that do cross, therefore allowing ATC
to concentrate on other tasks. It has allowed the airlines to plan for
better fuel saving descent profiles and with the reduction in hold
downs, there are huge fuel savings on departures as well. Cockpit
workload has also reduced for the pilots through this change. It has
had a massive (3-5 month) reduction in the time it takes to train a
new Queenstown ATC. Training now takes about 7-8 months in
Queenstown and it has also increased the percentage pass rate of
these trainees so we are getting more success.

How many staff in the tower at a time?

In Queenstown Airways has nine rated air traffic controllers,
one air traffic controller under training, and 2.5 flight service
specialists. In Milford we have 2.5 flight service specialists, so we
have a ‘floater’ that covers both Queenstown and Milford to allow
for leave. This ‘floater’ is also the only flight service examiner in the
country, so they also do extra duties at Paraparaumu from time to
time. We have two full time technical staff as well who look after
Queenstown and Milford towers. They also look after Invercargill
(NV) at times and other sites like QN VOR/DME, Manapouri
(MO) and Alexandra (LX) NDB/DMEs. Their job is crucial to the
seamless operation of the towers, as without them, things like Multi
Lateration (MLAT), or even the radios that we use wouldn’t work.
We work a four days on, two days off roster cycle. There are
five shifts per day in Queenstown tower. Two morning and two

KANNAD 406 MHz ELTs and PLBs
KANNAD 406MHz ELT kits, both AF Compact
and Integra AF and AF-H ex stock along with
all accessories.
Does your older Kannad XS3GPS PLB need
a new battery this year?  Check it out!

Hangar and Contents Insurance
Public Liability Insurance
Business Protection Insurance

www.aviationsafety.co.nz
Phone 07 543 0075
Email: sales@aviationsafety.co.nz
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General Insurance
Offering the
the best
best possible
possible solutions
solutions to
to protect
protect you
you business
business and
and yourself.
yourself.
Offering

09 489 9650 val@hoodbrokers.com www.hoodinsurance.co.nz
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A busy day at Queenstown Airport.
If you know someone you would like to see on the Kiwi Flyer Interview page then let us know about them and we’ll try to arrange it.
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You are also using Multi Lateration (MLAT).
What is that and how is that helping air traffic
management in Queenstown?

MLAT is a type of surveillance.
Instead of having a massive radar head
spinning around that only sees things
that are ‘line of sight’ which is not that
useful low level in the mountains, we
have a large number of sites (14) around
the Wakatipu basin and now (8) around
Dunedin and Invercargill to help us see
around corners and down valleys. These
sites are basically transponders. They
pick up on the signal from the aircraft’s
transponders, and then through the help
of at least three other sites, a computer
triangulates the aircraft’s position and
displays it on a screen for us.
The introduction of MLAT into
Queenstown has had a huge effect on the
amount of traffic the controller can deal
with. Instead of having to ask aircraft
over the radio, position/level/distance
from somewhere etc, we can glance at
the screen and obtain this information.
This means that we are able to give
better traffic information, confirm that
aircraft are in the correct place, confirm
a distance from a known point etc. So
it has again had a major effect not only
for Queenstown, but Dunedin and
Invercargill too. The same system is used
for fog operations in Auckland; they even
put transponders in the vehicles so they
can see them on the screen as well.

Clayton’s office, the Queenstown Tower.

A winter’s day on the Queenstown tarmac.

How many aircraft movements do you have to
manage each day?

Our movements vary with the seasons.
In summer we average between 50 to
60 scheduled IFR flights per day. About
sixteen of them are internationals
from Australia and we also get a large
majority of the private jets that visit NZ.
Sometimes there are up to seven private

Clayton (left) has made a point of trying out all the various
forms of aviation that occur in his control zone.

jets parked on the apron at any one time.
In January this year we just about reached
100,000 passengers through the terminal
for the month.
In winter with the ski season
getting more and more popular from
Australia we do 60+ IFR with twenty
internationals per day, but because of
the current limitations of Morning
Civil Twilight (MCT) and Evening Civil
Twilight (ECT) those flights get crammed
into a small daylight window. This is one
of the main reasons we had to look at
taking the leap and changing completely
to a PBN world as we were reaching
capacity during winter. With projected
growth still in double digits, the next step
is the after dark flights so we can expand
the operating window for the airfield.
Queenstown airport currently puts
just over 1.3 million passengers through
the terminal per calendar year and
that is climbing. That’s more than the
population of the South Island. Just over
one in four New Zealanders per year
pass through Queenstown airport. For
three to four months of the year we are
the second busiest international port for
flights from Australia, second only to
Auckland. During those times of high
tourist numbers the 26 helicopters and
20+ fixed wing aircraft that are based on
the airfield do up to another 450 to 500
movements per day. You’ll have noticed,
if you have flown into QN during these
peak times of summer or winter, that
the radio can be quite congested. This
is why we strongly recommend that
all pilots coming to Queenstown do a
thorough flight briefing, of not just of
their intended route, but other options
as well. The Good Aviation Practice
(GAP) booklet on Queenstown is a
very good reference document and
for arrivals we suggest you make initial

Steam to Screen
and everything in-between

Contact David: 027 222 0872
avionicscanterbury@clear.net.nz
www.avionicscanterbury.co.nz
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Fully mobile avionics service catering for customers throughout Canterbury and the South Island.
Biennial Avionics Inspections. Installation certification and service of installed avionics equipment.
Full aircraft wiring installations for all light GA, homebuilt, experimental and microlight aircraft.
Fault diagnosis and rectification. ELT Battery changes for both Artex and Kannad brand ELTs.
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contact with flight service clear of controlled airspace to establish
communications and intentions so you don’t have to do it on the
busy tower frequency.
Wow, I knew Queenstown was busy but had no idea it had that much traffic.
As an aside, what’s the biggest craft that’s come into Queenstown?

The biggest aircraft in physical size is the B737-800, but I think
the A320 just beats it on the number of seats. The biggest aircraft
to land at Queenstown is the RNZAF 757 when Prince William and
Kate came to visit. We do get regular visits from the US and RAAF
C17 Globemasters. They do low approaches and overshoots and
operate in the QN figure 8 circuit for 30-50 minutes as part of their
mountain flying training. That is always a great sight for us plane
spotters. We also get a number of RNZAF and RAAF C130s doing
the same, so it can be a very varied operation at times.

Based in Alexandra and covering
all the Southern Lakes area.
Seats and carpets for all aviation
applications including
Microlights, GA, Helicopters
and Commercial.
All approved
materials.

If the number of movements wasn’t enough, you have another special
challenge that other busy towers around the country don’t have. You’re
surrounded by mountains.

Yes, terrain is our biggest challenge. There are ten peaks above
5000ft within 6NM of the aerodrome. That means that unlike a
flat aerodrome, our sequencing decisions have to be made a lot
further out, prior to aircraft joining the circuit as we have limited
options for holding or using common sequencing tools for Visual
Flight Rules (VFR) flights due to the hills being in the circuit. Being
in mountainous terrain this also brings the weather into play a lot
more. We quite often have 10kts of tailwind at both thresholds due
to the swirling wind and wind shear is the most common reason for
a jet to go around.
The only low level routes in and out of Queenstown are also
used by the IFR aircraft to get in and out. As these aircraft are
flying like they are on ‘railway lines’ in the sky as they are unable to
deviate off the lines as it can cause a go around. If this occurs, it
can take up to 30+ minutes for the aircraft to get back to the same
position on the approach, and that is with no other IFR traffic to
sequence it with. Needless to say that burns a lot of fuel.
The A320s and B737-800s operate on the RNP AR approaches
coming down to about 400ft above the ground at both ends of the
runway. They are now lined with the runway and from there they
disengage the auto-pilot and land. This is a far better place for a
large aircraft to be than when they had to break visual at 4200ft
QNH or 3000ft above ground level and circle in the Wakatipu
basin. These are the approaches that the Air New Zealand ATR
fleet still have to use.
To add to the workload we also have three parachute drop zones
within Queenstown airspace. One operation alone, during summer,
can drop more than 200 customers per day. We also have about
50,000 non-countable movements a year that operate out of the
GAA areas in the CTR. These are mainly from paragliding and
hang-gliding operations.
Queenstown also has one of the biggest airspaces that is
controlled from a control tower in NZ. It goes from the surface to
Flight Level175 for about 50 NM in all directions. So in all, because
of the terrain, fluctuating weather, high traffic volumes of varying
aircraft types, parachuting and the use of new technologies and
procedures, Queenstown is one of the most complex pieces of
airspace in NZ. It is the hardest ATC position that I have had the
pleasure of working, but it is also the most rewarding and exciting
and I can’t think of anywhere else I would want to control at.

KiwiFlyer invites readers to send in contributions that will be of general interest to the NZ aviation community. Call us to discuss.
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Is there anything else about working in Queenstown Tower that I didn’t think
to ask you about?

Thank you. Yes. Drones/UAV’s/RPAS are the new big challenge
as they can be bought over the counter and flown by anyone,
whether they have flying knowledge or not. Airways, CAA and
commercial industry have got together and developed a web-site,
www.airshare.co.nz, to give all operators a one stop shop to get
approvals and answer questions so people know the rules for
operations within any controlled airspace.
I stopped and talked to someone one day who was about to ‘test
drive’ their newly bought drone at the Queenstown events centre
which is less than 500m from the main Queenstown runway. I
asked whether their personal liability insurance would cover them
putting the drone through the engine of an A320! They thanked me
for my time and quickly packed the drone away.
A lot of the time it’s about education and people knowing the
rules and applying them so they don’t get the police calling on
them for breaking CAA rules and operating in controlled airspace
without approval from ATC.
How did you get into ATC? How long have you been an AT Controller?

I have been an air traffic controller for about 14 years. I got my
first posting to Dunedin tower and after rating there I was moved
to Invercargill. A year later I moved to Christchurch and joined
the Airways training centre as an ATC instructor. I looked after
the approach side of the course there for about two years, then
moved onto Area Radar in Christchurch. This roster is broken into
three huge bits of airspace. All these areas look after IFR traffic
approaching their cruise altitude, in the cruise and initial descent

KiwiFlyer
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to set a sequence for Christchurch and Wellington approach
radar. Most of the airspace was above 13,000 ft. South - which is
south of Christchurch, feeding into Christchurch approach radar,
Queenstown, Dunedin and Invercargill. Kaikoura - which extends
north of Christchurch to the top of the South Island, feeding
traffic into Nelson, Woodburn and Wellington approach radar.
Taranaki - which runs from the top of the South Island, west of the
North Island coast to New Plymouth which feeds, Napier, Nelson
and Wellington approach radar. After a few years on area radar and
also assisting in Invercargill and the training centre from time to
time, I moved to Wellington approach radar (which is still done in
Christchurch, I just moved seats in the radar room from one side
to the other). After four and a half years on Wellington approach
radar, my current role was advertised, and I was fortunate enough
to be selected. That was just over three years ago.
You’re obviously passionate about aviation. Are you a pilot?

Prior to joining ATC I got my PPL,CPL and ‘C’ cat instructors
rating with Southern Wings in Invercargill and flew for them for
a couple of years. Now I have little spare time for my own flying
between this role and three small children, but I do get out and
about with the local users at times to get my flying fix. I have even
been gliding a couple of years ago when I went to Omarama for the
Nationals, and that’s something I probably would never have done
if I wasn’t in my current role. I hope to do it again.
You have a fantastic C.V. and seem to be very busy. What do you do for fun?

Is there time for that? I love spending time with the family. We
like skiing, biking, camping, basically enjoying the outdoors and
Queenstown is the best place in the world to do that.

Heli Maintenance
at Christchurch
BASED in Christchurch and owned by David and Pip Ives, Heli
Maintenance Limited was established in 2000 with a mission
to focus on customer service and become the leading provider
of helicopter engineering services throughout Canterbury,
Marlborough and the West Coast.
Heli Maintenance is Canterbury’s only CAA Part 145 A4
approved helicopter maintenance company offering helicopter
sales, service and parts to numerous commercial and private
owners. The team behind Chief Engineer David and Operations
Manager Pip are specialists in providing quality maintenance
services for a wide variety of helicopters including Robinson
R22, R44, R66, MD500 series, Schweizer/Hughes 300 series,
AS350, EC120, AS341 Gazelle and Bell 206.
As well as all routine maintenance requirements, the
company specialises in Airframe Overhaul, Rebuild &
Refurbishment, Maintenance Control, GPS & Avionics
Installation, Spray Equipment Installation, Aircraft Survey Prepurchase Inspection, Annual Airworthiness Review provision
and Turbine Vibration Analysis, and Dynamic Balancing and
Spectrum Analysis.
Robinson Overhauls
Heli Maintenance is a fully approved Robinson helicopter
service and overhaul centre. David has completed both the R66
and RR300 maintenance courses.
Role equipment and mods
Heli Maintenance have a variety of in-house developed role
equipment and mods available. Their R44 Ground Handling
Wheels are very popular and sell throughout Australasia. They
also hold local mods for R44 and MD500 Snow Shoes, EC120
Lead Acid battery Installation, R22/R44 Pitch Links Repair,
MD500 Collective Locks and MD500 Hockey Stick Repair.
Sale and Purchase Support
David welcomes the opportunity to work with prospective
helicopter owners to help identify the aircraft they should buy,
and to assist with sourcing and pre-purchase inspections, plus
obviously servicing the helicopter on behalf of the new owner.

Owner & Chief Engineer: David Ives
Canterbury’s first and only CAA Part 145
approved helicopter maintenance facility
We also offer the following local modifications:
l  Snow Shoes for R44 & MD500   
l  EC120 Lead Acid Battery Installation   
l  R22/R44 Pitch Links Repair  
l  MD500 Collective Lock   
l  MD500 Hockey Stick Repair

David Ives & Hamish Harman

R22 / R44 2200 hour Rebuild Kits, 12 year inspections and helicopter
refurbishment.   Let us provide a quote for your kit and / or rebuild.
Heli Maintenance Ltd, Harewood Aviation Park, 800 Pound Road, Christchurch 8545
03 359 1001 or 027 528 5121 info@helimaintenance.com www.helimaintenance.com
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John McCaw

Gavin Conroy

In the last issue of KiwiFlyer we promised readers a collection of favourite photographs from this year’s airshow season. Thanks to the efforts of Gavin Conroy,
John McCaw, and Paul Le Roy, we are spoiled for choice. Captions 1: John Luff’s de Havilland DH.112 Venom on show at Omaka. 2: Graeme Frew in his
Yak-3 and Frank Parker in the FW 190 from the Chariots of Fire Fighter Collection based at Omaka. 3: This year’s Classic Fighters Omaka show was ended
in style with a mass poppy drop - we will remember them. The Reid family’s beautifully restored Avro Anson performed the honour. 4&5: Also from the
Omaka event were these images from the Military Re-enactment Society displays, perfectly complementing the action in the air. 6: It wouldn’t be an Omaka
show without a contingent of WWI aircraft on display. Here the Nieuport 11 Bebe replica is perfectly lit in the afternoon sun for John McCaw’s camera.
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Paul Le Roy

Captions 1: The light and backdrop at Omaka make for some outstanding
photo opportunities. This is Cam Hawley’s immaculate Beechcraft C17-B
Staggerwing. 2: Keith Skilling in the Corsair FG-1D with sun low in
the sky. 3: The NH90 makes a high speed pass. 4: Brendon Deere’s
Grumman Avenger raising its undercarriage. 5: Fokker Dr.1 Dreidecker
formates for Gavin Conroy’s camera. 6: John Eaton’s Pitts Model 12.
7: John Lamont taxis the Chariots of Fire Fighter Collection’s Spitfire
Mk.XIVe. Just rebuilt by Avspecs at Ardmore, this aircraft was star of the
show at Omaka this year. 8: Boeing Stearman. 9: Corsair and Kittyhawk
in formation during one of the WWII displays at Classic Fighters Omaka.
10: Great lighting, background, and perfect panning combine to produce
a poster shot of Graham Bethell’s P-51D Mustang, by Gavin Conroy.
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Aviation Conference Week

Queenstown . 29th June - 3rd July 2015

Welcome Message

from the CEO

I wish everyone a warm welcome to the Aviation Conference Week
in Queenstown.
This year’s Conference will have a distinct ANZAC Theme, befitting
the 100 years of mate-ship and togetherness with our Trans-Tasman
friends. The Leadership Summit will kick off with a flypast by the RNZAF
and we will recognise the sacrifices our armed forces have made over
the last 100 years during the Wednesday programme.
This year’s conference is significantly different to anything that we’ve
done before:
l Our AAA Conference will be a joint Conference with the
Aerial Agricultural Association of Australia.
l The Directors of CAA and CASA will share the podium.
l The Chief of the RNZAF and a spokesman for the Chief of the
RAAF will talk on Air Force relationships.
l We have a record number of Australian exhibitors at the trade show.

Why Attend?
Get Insights
into what the future holds
and its implications for your
business.

Learn
from industry experts who
share practical knowledge.

Connect
with people who can help
improve the way you do
business.

We have a fantastic array of speakers throughout the whole week –
from New Zealand, Australia and further afield.

Meet

Anyone who wants insights into what the future holds and its
implications for their business, should attend the Aviation Conference
Week.

Share

We look forward to seeing you there.
Samantha Sharif
Chief Executive
Aviation NZ

GALA DINNER

REGISTRATION

The aviation industry will
recognise its brightest and
best at a Gala Dinner on the
Wednesday evening at a
black tie dinner at the Skyline
Restaurant. In addition to the
Aviation NZ awards, CAA and
ServiceIQ will also make awards
for outstanding performance.
Book when you register to attend
the 2015 Conference Week.

To register as a Delegate
for the Summit, or to book a
place at the Trade Show, visit
www.aia.org.nz and follow the
directions from the home page.
The website also has
information on accommodation
in Wellington and on
sponsorship opportunities for
various Summit activities.

new business prospects.

experiences with business
people from New Zealand,
Australia, North America,
Singapore and Western
Europe.

PRATT & WHITNEY
TRAINING DAY
Pratt & Whitney Canada will offer a
one-day PT6A Customer Seminar on
Thursday 2 July. This will be to provide
an exchange of information on PT6A
engines in agricultural operation,
presented by P&WC PT6A Customer
Engineering Manager, Jacob Fruhling,
from Montreal. The day will include a
technical update and forum as well as
advice on best practices for maintaining
and operating PT6A engines on ag. ops.

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register to attend Aviation Conference Week. Rydges Hotel, Queenstown, 29th June - 3rd July.
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Geoff Ensor
Director Commercial Partnerships,
Department of Conservation

Keynote Speakers
Graeme Harris
Director CAA

Graeme Harris began his career in the RNZAF where he
finished in the role of commanding officer, Avionics maintenance
squadron. He joined Transpower for a time and took his first role
with CAA in 1998 as Team Leader Airline Surveillance. In 2000 he
was appointed Quality Assurance and Risk Manager at Mount Cook
Airlines. Graeme returned to CAA in 2004 as General Manager
Personnel Licensing and Aviation Services. He has been Chief
Executive and Director of CAA since 2012.

Mark Skidmore AM
Director CASA

Mark Skidmore had a distinguished career in the RAAF, finishing
as Air Commander Australia, a position he held from 2008 to 2012.
He joined the RAAF as an Officer Cadet in 1977 and went on to
fly aircraft including the F-111, Dassault Mirage III, Macchi MB326H, AESL CT/4A and Douglas C-47 Dakota. He served as the
Staff Officer Operational Systems at Headquarters Air Command,
RAAF Base Glenbrook, before resigning in March 1998 to join
Aerospace Technical Services as the Senior Test Pilot and Business
Development Executive. Mark rejoined the RAAF in 2000 and
completed the Defence Staff Course at Weston Creek before being
posted again to the Aircraft Research and Development Unit, this
time as the Commanding Officer. He was appointed to his current
position in 2014.

AVM Mike Yardley DSO
Chief of Air Force

0800 161 898

www.nzforex.co.nz

Mike Yardley enlisted in the RNZAF in 1981 as a General Duties
Navigator. He was posted to No. 5 Squadron as a Navigator and
after attending the RNZAF Command and Staff College he was
appointed Commanding Officer No. 5 Squadron in 1999. He was
posted to USAF Air War College and on his return to New Zealand
in 2002, he was appointed Project Manager for the P-3 Systems
Upgrade Project deploying to Greenville, Texas in 2004. Other
appointments included Assistant Chief of Air Force Capability,
Chief Staff Officer – Joint Plans and the Royal College Defence
Studies (RCDS) in London. He was promoted to his current rank
and assumed the role of Chief of Air Force in May 2014.

Steve Smyth
Director, New Southern Skies

The Commercial Partnership team is focused on working
with businesses across New Zealand to deliver new benefits for
conservation. Geoff Ensor had worked since 2005 in the executive
team at the Tourism Industry Association (TIA) where he finished
as the TIA’s Advocacy Manager. During his time at the TIA,
Geoff worked closely with DOC at a national level on a wide
range of tourism related issues, including developing frameworks
for commercial operations on conservation land, reviewing safety
standards for adventure tourism operators and leading work on
responsible camping protocols. He was appointed to his current
position in 2013.

Dr. Tony Kern
Human Factors Specialist

Former USAF flight instructor Dr. Tony Kern is speaking to the
Australasian Agricultural Aviation Conference. Based in Colorado
USA, Tony is the founding partner and CEO of Convergent
Performance, LLC. Convergent Performance is a think tank
dedicated to reducing human error and improving performance in
high risk environments such as aviation, military operations, surgical
teams, law enforcement and fire fighting.

Steve Smyth was Manager Air Introduction Into Service at the
NZDF before taking up his current position in 2014. Prior to
coming to NZ, he held a range of senior aerospace leadership roles
in the RAF, including the management of major capability delivery
transformation programmes, engagement on UN Peace Keeping
Operations and managing an International military/civil airport.

Alan Koziarski
Coalitions Manager, NZ Trade and Enterprise

Alan Koziarski has had a wide ranging career with NZTE since
2001. His positions have included Regional Director Southeast Asia
and Director Globally Competitive Firms. He has also developed
and implemented the clusters and networks programme in NZTE.
He was previously involved in the start-up of two communications
companies and as an international cluster development consultant.

Brett Murray
GM High Hazards & Specialist Services, Worksafe

Brett Murray joined the former Department of Labour in 2004
and previous roles have included Regional Manager for Central
Region, heading the investigation into the Pike River mine tragedy
and General Manager National Services and Support. Earlier in his
career, he spent 15 years working within NZ Police in various roles,
and he has also spent time running his own business.

WWW.AGNAV.COM

GPCAPT John Davidson CSC
Defence Advisor,
Australian High Commission Wellington

John Davidson joined the RAAF in 1988, completed his pilot’s
course in 1992 and was posted to fly Caribou aircraft in Richmond
and Amberley. In 1995, he commenced his first tour as a Forward
Air Controller, flying modified PC9 aircraft, before qualifying
as a flying instructor in 1998. During 2007-8 he undertook Joint
Command and Staff Course in the UK before assuming the
J533 position at JOC on promotion to Wing Commander. His
career since then has included deployment to the Middle East,
Commanding Officer of 34 SQN (VIP) at Fairbairn, and Director
of Undergraduates at the Australian Defence Force Academy.

Steve Moore
General Manager, General Aviation, CAA

Steve Moore had a 38 year career with the RNZAF, mostly
associated with the Air Combat Force flying the A-4K Skyhawk
and BAC-167 Strikemaster. He also flew the UH-1H Iroquois
for a short period, including a seven-month tour in the Sinai
Desert as part of the NZ Contingent to the Multinational Force
and Observers, and an exchange with the United States Navy in
Antarctica flying the UH-1N. He is a qualified flying instructor and
a graduate test pilot from the United Kingdom’s Empire Test Pilot
School. Steve was appointed to his current position in 2013.
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What’s happening at
Conference Week?
NZAAA/AAAA

This year the NZAAA conference runs jointly with the
Australian Aerial Ag. Association. It will start with a training day
for pilots including Wires, CRM and Chemical Rating revalidation.
Then the joint conference is opened by Wing Cdr Scott McKenzie
who is speaking to the ANZAC theme. Scott’s father is well known
Kiwi Ag Pilot Keith McKenzie.
l Popular NZAAA Chairman Alan Beck will present on
professionalism and profile.
l A Kiwi and an Australian operator will discuss the common
challenges to Ag Ops in their respective countries and what each
has done to address these.
l Arguably the jewel in the crown of conference is an address by
Dr Tony Kern who is an ex USAF Pilot and now acclaimed as a
world expert in human factors. Tony says we have certification,
QA and now SMS yet we are still having accidents. His focus will
be on pilots – where the buck stops – and how their personal
discipline fits into SMS.
l There’s a session put aside to ask the leaders anything.
The following is then also part of the NZHA conference.
Bruce Peterson will talk about all the implications of an accident.
Martin Hawes author of 20 Good Summers will talk about
business succession planning.
l John Sinclair will provide an update on the Time in Service
Recorder project called Beat the Cheats.
l Popular solicitor Garth Galloway will talk about the joys of
being in business. Garth has recently been involved in the
aftermath of two helicopter accidents.
l CAA and CASA Directors will present on mutual recognition.
l Chris Thomson of Callaghan Innovations will talk about safety
and opportunities of RPAS/UAV/Drones.
l
l

NZHA

The NZHA conference shares its first day with the NZAAA
conference’s last day. See above for that part of the agenda. Plus:
l Glen Eastlake of International Safety Systems will present on
human failures in aircraft accidents.
l Pat MacLauchlan of Boston Marks will give an update on
insurance and claims.
l CAA’s Andy MacKay will talk about mast bumping and the new
NZ Robinson Safety Awareness Training.
l CAA’s Joe Dewar will talk about the world leading joint CAA/
NZHA safety strategy and about a new initiative.
l CAA’s Dominik Gibbs and Navigatus Consulting Geraint
Bermingham will give an update on learnings from the Part 135
Sector Risk Profile.

UAVNZ
l
l
l
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UAVNZ will be holding its first conference which includes:
Steve Moore from CAA will talk on the new rules being
implemented on 1 August.
Several operators will describe their operations and how to
operate safely, with an emphasis on operator training.
Richard Longley from AON will discuss insurance for UAVs.
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What’s happening at Conference Week?
Leadership Summit

The Leadership Summit starts at 1300 on Wednesday with a
RNZAF flypast. Details of exactly what will happen will only be
clear at the time!
The first major presentation at the Summit will be delivered by
Graeme Harris and the CASA Director, Mark Skidmore. This will
be a unique opportunity for delegates to learn about and discuss the
regulatory environment on both sides of the Tasman, and especially
the challenges they are facing. The ANZAC theme will continue
with another joint presentation – by AVM Mike Yardley DSD
(RNZAF) and GPCAPT John Davidson CSC (RAAF).
The UAV industry is expanding rapidly internationally and CAA
has amended Rule Pt 101 and developed a new Rule Pt 102. Chris
Thomson from Callaghan Innovation, and the interim Chair of
UAVNZ will talk about safety and opportunities in the UAV space.
Other presentations include:
l We hope to confirm any day that the Minister of Transport will
speak to the Summit on Thursday morning.
l Geoff Ensor, Director of Commercial Partnerships at DoC will
talk about growing aviation in the conservation estate. There is
an increasingly close relationship between Aviation NZ and DoC
as we work together to mutual advantage.
l Brett Murray from Worksafe will share his thoughts on health,
safety and aviation.

AVIATION LIFE SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT

l

l

l

Steve Moore, the General Manager GA at CAA will talk about
demystifying SMS, and ask the simple question: are many
companies already doing what they need to do?
NZ Trade and Enterprise has a new programme, Coalitions.
Alan Koziarski will explain what the programme does and how
companies can meet its requirements
Ed di Campli, the Chief Operating Officer of HAI International
will be the last Summit speaker when he talks about key
developments from an HAI perspective.

Ian Calvert and Bill McGregor will lead discussion on the
Integrated Professional Pilot Training Programme, an industry/
CAA initiative. A draft programme has been out for public
consultation and feedback.
In addition:
l The implications of New Southern Skies for the GA industry
will be discussed in a workshop run by Ashok Poduval from
Massey University.
l The Government has strong employment outcome expectations
of those undertaking government funded training, something to
be discussed at length by Ministry of Education.
l Aviation training consortia, covering the breadth of training
provided in New Zealand, is a new way to consider international
opportunities. Several country workshops will be run.

Fletcher McKenzie of the Icarus Institute will run a major
session with the Logistics Division on strategic directions. This
significant activity will drive future priorities for the division.

Combined Sessions

Flight helmets
Pilot communications
Life vests
Survival equipment
Nomex Flight Clothing

This year there will be an additional combined session for the
Training and Development, Logistics, and UAVNZ Divisions.
The chairs of each division will give a 5 minute presentation on
divisional priorities, followed by 15 minutes Q&A. The aim of this
cooperative session is to break down barriers between the divisions.

We are coming to NZ!
Visit us at Booth 23 of the AAAA & NZAAA ANZAC Conference, Rydges Queenstown 29th June – 1st July.
We will also be available for appointments in
Queenstown 2nd - 3rd July 2015.
SHOW SPECIALS: Northwall and Alpha Flight helmet
bundles, Switlik Life Vest bundles, ACR PLB Bundles.
Can’t make the event? Call us before 3 July 2015 and
mention code word “ANZAC” for the show special.
Contact info@redbaronalse.com or +61 4 0248 1450
or +61 3 5744 2166 to book an appointment in NZ.

1300 300 524

www.redbaronalse.com.au
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FOR 10 years, Avinet software solutions have supported
operational safety, efficiency and compliance management for air,
rail and road operations around the world. Offering modules for
Safety/Incident Reporting, Rostering, Audit Management, Flight
Records, Hazard Registers, Recency, and more, their Air Maestro
software solution is now used in more than 190 organisations
across 26 countries and 6 continents.

Training and Development

Logistics

The professional aviators choice for safety, survival and comfort.

Tracking Human Factors
and Assessing Risk
with Air Maestro
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The Air Maestro Safety Reports Register screen.
Human Factors Support

Tracking of human factors is an increasing aspect of safety
management and Air Maestro provides for the creation and tracking
of human factor information per incident, with reporting on
human factors across all incidents over a chosen period of time.
Operational Risk Assessments can be recorded and attached
to flight records, supporting needs for pre-flight risk assessments
before SAR missions for example – a current area of ongoing
discussion in the industry.
AIRCARETM Accreditation Support

Air Maestro provides control and reporting systems to support
AIRCARETM accreditation, now widely adopted as a code of
practice amongst NZ agricultural and tourism operators.
Supporting features include:
l A Hazard and Risk Register with tools to build and manage risk
assessment matrices.
l Work Practice Management for personal fatigue monitoring
within rostering and timesheet modules, a requirement
particularly in fire-fighting roles. Shift and duty hours, rest
periods and work patterns can all be easily managed.
l Flight Records Management to eliminate duplication of data
entry as well as recording agricultural information such as
weather, areas treated, product applied, etc.
l Recency and Currency Management helps to ensure that
all ratings and approvals are communicated and managed
correctly.
l Audit Management helps keep track of internal audit systems
including tracking corrective actions.
l A Document Library for Standard Operating Procedure
management and distribution
For more information

Visit the Air Maestro team at the Aviation NZ Conferences,
booth #26 or go to www.airmaestro.co.nz
Visit www.aia.org.nz and register to attend Aviation Conference Week. Rydges Hotel, Queenstown, 29th June - 3rd July.
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Silentium converts Cessna 172
and Piper Cherokee to Diesel
A very impressive new option is now available to Cessna 172 Skyhawk and
Piper PA28 Cherokee owners whose aircraft are due for refurbishment.
Under a new brand called Silentium, Oceania Aviation have developed a
cost-competitive alternative to factory-new aircraft equipped with aero-diesel
technology. All Silentium Series aircraft will be retrofitted with a Continental

diesel engine, an extensive avionics upgrade option, and a full interior/
exterior refurbishment. Visitors to Aviation Conference Week in Queenstown
(29th June through 3rd July) will be among the first to see the new Silentium
172 which will be available for viewing and test flights throughout the week.
Contact Stephen Boyce (details below) to book your place.

AS MANY
of the buyer. For
instance if a buyer
aviators know,
wishes to retain
the manufacture
their analogue
of certified light
instruments then
aircraft has been
Oceania Aviation’s
something of an
Silentium team
American-centric
can accommodate
affair, typically
the request
with new designs
and complete
focusing on those
the install with
attributes that
relevant avionics
are most specific
only.
to the American
It is also
market. It has
with a view to
only been with the
New Zealand
rise of emerging
The team at Aeromotive in Hamilton, with the first Silentium 172 project completed.
Flight Training
markets such as
Operators that Oceania Aviation is developing their distribution
China, that aircraft manufacturers have shifted their focus from
model, recognising the need for flexibility and the requirement for
merely accommodating International markets, to developing aircraft
many FTOs to reduce the length of time aircraft are grounded
that are more considerate of their market needs.
for retrofit and refurbishment. Instead of an engine-exchange, try
In 2012, Cessna Textron formally recognised the trend,
thinking whole-aircraft-exchange!
announcing the Skylane JT-A, a Cessna 182 powered by a
Oceania Aviation will offer an exchange option for prospective
compression ignition Safran SMA engine. It was Cessna’s first
Silentium Series clients, allowing them to exchange their existing
foray into the world of compression ignition engines after 85 years
Cessna 172 or Piper PA28 for a fully upgraded Silentium 172
of manufacturing aircraft and evidence of a shift in their global
or Silentium 28. Of course, Silentium Series aircraft will also be
strategy. It’s fair to say that development of the Safran powered
offered under the traditional upgrade approach or by direct sale –
JT-A hasn’t gone as smoothly as Cessna would have hoped, with
along with factory-new Cessna Skyhawk JT-As for which Oceania
the aircraft still awaiting release to market in 2015. This is perhaps a
Aviation are the approved national distributor for New Zealand.
clue as to why Cessna have selected the proven Continental CD-155
It was evident with the amount of interest generated with the
as the compression ignition engine option for their iconic 172.
Cessna Skylane JT-A that there is a sizeable market in New Zealand
The 155hp Continental Diesel CD-155 engine was originally
for mid-range compression-ignition powered aircraft and it is
developed by Centurion, the company that grew out of Thielert
expected that Continental Diesel CD-235 will receive its FAA STC
and was acquired by Continental in 2013. With the acquisition
for retrofit installation into the Cessna 182 Skylane at the end of
of Centurion, Continental secured the 20+ years of research
July. This should then be followed by the Continental Diesel 300
and development that Centurion had invested in developing
series, planned for the Stationair.
compression ignition engines, plus their certifications for the
Silentium will almost certainly be an international opportunity
CD100, CD200 and the pending CD300 series of engines.
for Oceania Aviation, as the NZ company takes the knowledge and
As Australasia’s only Continental Diesel install and service
experience they have acquired with installation and maintenance of
Centre, Oceania Aviation has invested heavily in the research
compression ignition engines to Australia and Asia.
of aero-diesels, working in collaboration with Continental and
Delivering fuel savings of up to 40%, higher payload, greater
Hamilton’s CTC Aviation to further understand the engines and test
range and a more environmentally friendly footprint, the Silentium
their reliability in a training environment. The project has proven
Series also has the potential to provide some useful reinvigoration
both a commercial and operational success, delivering significant
to the GA marketplace and flying community in New Zealand.
fuel cost savings and over 10,000 flight hours without a single
failure or event related to the Continental Diesel engine.
For more information
With a clear plan by Oceania Aviation to target New Zealand
The first Silentium 172 will be available to view during
flight training centres, the Silentium Series of aircraft provide all the
conference at Queenstown. To arrange a test flight or to find out
benefits of a Continental Diesel engine as well as a fully upgraded
more, contact Stephen Boyce at Oceania Aviation Aircraft Sales.
avionics suite that includes the Garmin G500, Flight Stream 210
Phone 021 540 460 or email: stephen.boyce@oal.nz
and is next-gen ADS-B compliant – although this is at the choice
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AviationNZ sincerely
thanks these sponsors

Conference Trade Expo
6

List current at 12th June

Diamond Sponsor

7

5

8

9

10

11

13

12

14

Booth 28 is in the Level 4 Foyer. Booths 29-32 are in the main presentation area
26

4

25

23

24

22

21

20

15

16

27

Ruby Sponsor

17
3

Gold Sponsor

2

1

Exhibitor
Directory
AAA/AAAA (Ag. Conferences, 29th-1st July)

Silver Sponsors

Bronze Sponsors

Other Sponsors

ALS (Aviation Leadership Summit, 1st-3rd July)

19

18

Conference Booth

AAA ALS
AAAA

Aerosafe Risk Mgmt		

l

10
6

Aerotech GPS

l		

AGNAV

l		 12

Animal Control Tech

l		 18

Airbus Helicopters

l

l

Aviall

l

l 29-30

Avinet

l

l

Blackbox NG

l		 10

17
26

BMG Aviation

l

l

11

CASA

l

l

28

CJ Aerospace

l		

Dynanav Systems

l		 14

Field Air Sales

l		

Flightcell

l

l

24

Hawker Pacific NZ

l

l

19

Heliflite Pacific		

l

4

IMS New Zealand

l

l 21-22

Kawak Aviation Tech

l		

8
4

9

n3		
l 25
NZ Forex

l

l

7

Oceania Aviation

l

l 31-32

Olympus		
l 12
Pacific Turbine Brisbane

NZAAA Gold Sponsor

NZHA GoldSponsors

l		 27

Pilot Life Insurance

l		 20

Powervamp Pacific

l

Pratt & Whitney

l		

Statewide Aviation

l		 15

Thrush Aircraft

l		 16

Tracplus

l		 24

TracMap NZ

l

l

13

Vector Aerospace

l

l

1

l

2-3

See us at Booth 4 during the
NZAAA and AAAA conference
Red Baron
l		 23
Rydges Hotel, Queenstown
Safeair		
l 23
29 June - 1st July
Sigma
l		 25

Please note this list and booth allocations
are current at the time of print.
Stand allocations may be subject to change.

5

+61 437 394 272

www.fieldair.com.au

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register to attend Aviation Conference Week. Rydges Hotel, Queenstown, 29th June - 3rd July.
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Conference Programme

Thursday 2nd July afternoon: Divisional Meetings
(details correct at time of print 12th June)
1300

Monday 29th June: AAA/AAAA Training Day and Summit Registrations
0900

Wires, CRM and Human Factors Trainer: Phil Hurst, EO AAAA

1700

Aviation Leadership Summit Registrations Open

1830

Welcome Reception at Rydges Lakeland Trade Display area

0900
0930
0945
1000
1030

Morning Tea in Trade Display area

1100
1145

NZHA Division

Training and Development Division

UAVNZ Division

Logistics Division

Human Failures in Accidents Glen
Eastlake, International Safety Systems

AGM
Steve Moore, GM, CAA

CAA Regulation

Oceania compression ignition engine
programme Don McCracken

1315
1330
1350

Practical UAV Operations
Oceania compression ignition engine
programme Don McCracken

1400

Claims and the Insurance Perspective
Pat MacLauchlan, Boston Marks

Tuesday 30th June: AAA/AAAA Conference

1430

Keynote Address – ANZAC Today Wing Commander Scott McKenzie
Chairman’s Address NZAAA Chairman
President’s Address AAAA President
Professionalism and Profile Alan Beck, Chairman NZAAA

Preventing Mast Bumping
Andy Mackay, CAA

1500

Common Challenges - Common Solutions Joint Aus/NZ speakers
(Two operators will discuss the challenges we face and how each country has sought to address these)
Ballance Fertiliser - NZAAA Gold Sponsor Greg Delaney

1530

NZHA/CAA Safety Strategy
World Leading? Joe Dewar, CAA

1600

Part 135 Sector Risk Profile Navigatus
Consulting & Dominik Gibbs, CAA

1630

NZHA AGM

Lunch in Trade Displays

1330

To Err is Inhuman - Pilots and SMS Tony Kern, Convergent Performance

1500

Afternoon Tea in Trade Display area

1530
1630

Concurrent AGMs - NZAAA / AAAA
Ask the leaders anything - Combined Q & A Session

1700

Happy Hour in Trade Display Area

0900

MPI compliance & protecting our
environmental border

Wednesday 1st July morning: AAA/AAAA Conference and NZHA

1000

Morning Tea in Trade Display area

Morning Tea in Trade Display area
Beat the Cheats - TiSR Project Udate John Sinclair NZAAA EO
The Joy of Business Garth Gallaway, Chapman Tripp (Garth has an extensive background in civil litigation and has recently been involved with two
aircraft accident cases. He will talk about the pitfalls and the value of management systems.)
GE Finance - NZAAA Gold Sponsor
Air Tractor (TBC)
Lunch in Trade Display area

Wednesday 1st July afternoon: Aviation Leadership Summit and NZHA

0900

Employment Outcomes - Government
Priorities Ministry of Education and TEC

1030

Morning Tea in Trade Display area

1100

Aviation Training consortia
(several simultaneous small workshops)

Executive Forum Chairs of Logistics, Training and Development and UAVNZ
5 minute presentations on divisional priorities followed by Q&A from the floor

KiwiFlyer

1530
1530

Afternoon Tea in Trade Display area

1615

Departure to Gondola to go to Skyline Restaurant - 10 minutes walk or by bus

1700

Gala Awards Dinner – Black Tie – at Skyline Restaurant

Very cost effective rates and
generous payment terms

Thursday 2nd July morning: Aviation Leadership Summit and NZHA

Free of charge creative work
including graphic design and
editorial preparation

M A G A Z I N E

Focused on our NZ aviation
community and marketplace
Delivered free to every NZ
aircraft operator and aviation
business plus on retail sale

0900
0930
0945

Aviation as a key driver of NZ’s economy Simon Bridges, Minister of Transport (TBC)
National Partnerships - Growing Aviation in the Conservation Estate Geoff Ensor, Director Commercial Partnerships, Department of Conservation
Health & Safety and Aviation Brett Murray, GM High Hazards and Specialist Services, Worksafe

1030

Morning Tea in Trade Display area

1100
1145
1215

Demystifying SMS: What do you need to do, if anything? Steve Moore, GM GA CAA
New Southern Sky Steve Smyth, Director New Southern Sky CAA
Coalitions - working together to tackle opportunities Alan Koziarski, NZTE
Helicopter Association International - Key Developments Ed Di Campli, Chief Operating Officer, HAI

1230

Lunch in Trade Display area

KiwiFlyer Magazine Issue 40

Workshop continues

Training and Development Division

RNZAF ANZAC Flying Display
Official Opening of Aviation Leadership Summit Vanessa Uden, Mayor of Queenstown
Trans/Tasman Mutual Recognition Graeme Harris, Director CAANZ and Mark Skidmore, Director CASA
100 years of ANZAC Fellowship AVM Mike Yardley DSD, Royal New Zealand Air Force and Group Captain John Davidson CSC, Royal Australian Air Force
UAVs – Safety and opportunities Chris Thomson, Chairman UAVNZ
Minute of Silence
Aviation NZ AGM

44

UAV Operator Training

Logistics Division

1030

1300
1400
1415
1445
1515

New Southern Skies Forum
Ashok Poduval

Friday 3rd July: Divisional Meetings

Implications of an Accident Bruce Peterson, Aerospread
Getting ready for your 20 Good Summers Martin Hawes, Financial Advisor/Author explaining what we need to do to have 20 years of happy retirement

1230

AGM

Evening Drinks Reception

1800

0900
0930

1200
1220

UAV Insurance Richard Longley, Aon
NZ, Senior Aviation Account Manager

Afternoon Tea in Trade Display area

1200

1100
1130

Integrated Pilot Training Programme
Ian Calvert & Bill McGregor

Strategic direction for logistics
Workshop with Fletcher McKenzie
(incorporating AGM)

Contact Michael and we’ll
help connect your business
to the NZ Aviation Community
P: 09 279 9924 or 021 667 866
E: michael@kiwiflyer.co.nz

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Visit www.aia.org.nz and register to attend Aviation Conference Week. Rydges Hotel, Queenstown, 29th June - 3rd July.
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Visit us at Booths 2 and 3
during Aviation Conference Week
Ground Support

Flightcell DZMx now offers
instant two-way transfer
of load data to pilots
Flightcell DZMx is marketed as the smallest, lightest (from just
650 grams), toughest, and most future-proofed satellite and cellular
communications and tracking system available worldwide.

Powervamp Pacific can provide a wide range of
portable Ground Support equipment specifically
designed for aviation applications including
Battery Jump Starters, Coolspool Ramp Carts,
Frequency Converters, Fuel Transfer Systems,
Ground Power Units, Hose Management,
Lighting, Power Supplies, and more.

No More Manual Records

A new Flightcell Agricultural Application provides for automatic
recording and real-time reporting of key events - such as load data,
improving aircraft and job management, as well as output and safety
margins. The App enables operators with installed DZMx systems
to automatically send data (from onboard and external wireless
loader feeds) back to the flight office without pilot intervention.
Available on-screen before take-off, data is then transmitted via
the cell or satellite network, along with aircraft tracks, configuration,
job number, pilot details and more, all back to base. When
combined with aviation management software such as Aeronet or
Air Maestro this system can virtually do away with manual records.

Heli Tow Cart
Ground Handling Equipment
Heli Tow Cart specialise in helicopter towing
carts, helicopter carriers and towing equipment
compatible with a very wide range of aircraft
from R22’s to Bell 412’s. A wide variety of
models are available, both universal and
aircraft specific, rated up to 7300kg. Several
can be equipped with optional GPUs.

Magellan Aerospace
Wire Strike Protection Systems
The WSPS™, designed and manufactured by
Magellan, provides a measure of protection
for helicopters in the event of accidental wire
contact by the helicopter in forward and level
flight. The WSPS™ uses proprietary design,
analysis, and manufacture of components
uniquely suited to each helicopter model.

Tougher than tough

The DZMx is environmentally-sealed and meets Milspec and
DO-160 standards, making it tough enough to survive being
submerged (in freezing water or hot coffee). It will operate at minus
40 degrees Celsius and won’t fail even if stored at minus 80oC.
Crystal clear satellite and cellular in one box lowers the cost

Barry Helicopter
Longlines and Cargo Nets

The Flightcell DZMx is perfectly designed for Agricultural
operations. Having cellular comms included, it provides voice
communications, tracking and broadband data at low-cost cellular
rates. Then, if out of cellular range, the satellite system takes over.
DZMx audio is ‘crystal clear’ with fully adjustable input/output
levels. Cellular and satellite calls can be dialled off the familiar
phone keypad, including speed dialling for further ease of use.
Minimal wiring and no need for additional hardware speeds
installation and significantly reduces associated costs.

Barry makes the best Helicopter Long Lines
and Helicopter Cargo Nets in the world.
Barry products are trusted around the globe
and excel in the harshest environment. Our
product line includes Custom Tow Lines and
Bridle Assemblies, Helicopter Cargo Net and
Helicopter Long Lines.

Simplex Aerospace
Aviation Mission Equipment
Using high-strength, low-weight composite
materials, Simplex produces reliable and costeffective solutions for firefighting, agriculture,
electrical utility cleaning, cargo, oil spill
response, and controlled burning - holding
over 180 FAA STC, EASA, VSTC, CAA and
other certifications for its systems.

Plan ahead with future-proofed technology

Flightcell DZMx is future-proofed. With modular card-based
circuitry, future transceivers can be easily swapped in, providing
flexibility for customers who wish to move ahead with different
cellular and satellite network developments as technology evolves.
DZMx also includes several built-in ‘smarts,’ so upgrades to
hardware and software can be made without replacing the product.
These extra features already include the ability to log onto the
internet via 3G data, sending and receiving data, email, web
downloads and mission critical control centre information from
a wide range of connected portable device options - including
compatible aircraft hoppers and tank controllers.

Helispread
Helicopter Spreader Systems
Helispread is built strong, built light, built to
perform and above all built to last. The system
handles all types of spreading from seed,
fertilizers, poison baits to mosquito larvacide.
Helispread produces a certified wider and
more even spread pattern than any of its
current competitors.

Airborne Communications Innovator

Level 1, 18 Amelia Earhart Ave
Airport Oaks
Auckland, New Zealand

www.powervamp.co.nz
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Currently, there are more than 3500 Flightcell systems used
in law enforcement, military, private, and commercial aircraft
worldwide. Based in New Zealand, Flightcell’s aviation engineering
team have been pioneering technology innovation in the industry
for more than 19 years. Find out more at Booth 24 during Aviation
Conference Week, or by visiting www.flightcell.com
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Kiwi Flying History

contributed by Tony Unwin

contributed by John Nicolson

Home Delivery Gyros
One of the issues to overcome for new inductees to the gyro movement in
New Zealand has always been getting trained. In recent times, the number
of available instructors has multiplied somewhat, but for many years there
were just one or two instructors available nationwide. Yours truly (i.e. Ed.)
commuted Auckland to Wanganui on spare weekends over the course of a
year, to stay with the Beltons and learned to fly from their farm strip, lessons
generously provided by Garry in between farming duties, with hospitality
also generously provided by Garry’s wife Gaye. Far from a burden, those
trips made for some very happy times, creating not only outstanding
memories but also an enduring friendship.
Several NZ gyronauts have received their wings (rotorblades?) in
similar ways, sometimes also by the instructor travelling to them but such
arrangements are usually a long time in the making and depend very much
on the instructor’s other commitments, for example the need to run the farm
or earn a living, etc.
Tony Unwin at Gyrate is now offering what could be the best of both
worlds – training at your place at a time that suits you - as well as the
opportunity of delivering a brand new ready-to-go gyro at the same time.
Tony explains:

NINE years of living in New Zealand has shown me some great
places to call home but more and more I am grateful to those
friends in aviation who led me to Tauranga. The climate is unique,
not perfect, but one of the best for our way of life and my log
book shows flying gyroplanes and instructing is rarely interrupted
for long. We have had visitors to fly from all over New Zealand and
many from other parts of the world. They all rave about the airfield
facilities and the fantastic scenery not to mention those private
fields, airparks and aerodromes nearby that offer a warm welcome.
However travelling to our base is not always an option and I spent a
month in Kenya last year instructing on a gyro flown from a Safari
Camp. This led me to think that we could offer a similar service
around this country to those who find it hard to commit the time
and expense to train in Tauranga or at another Gyrate base. We all
enjoy the openness of New Zealand; with
only around 4 million people in a Country
the size of the UK and some 1.4 million of
those in Auckland means there is plenty of
open country to travel and what better way
than by gyroplane?
At Gyrate, we’re now offering a service
to come to you and instruct, wherever
you are. Clearly there is a cost involved
but accommodating an instructor and

Ag. Pilot Keith King

Delivering training to your door, in this case a new gyro owner’s rugged farm.

covering positioning costs could be preferable to breaking into
your life pattern and having all those travel and accommodation
charges away from home. If you don’t have your own airstrip then
look around. Is there a local operator or airfield with suitable space
nearby for you to train? Maybe there is an option to share; could it
be the start of a syndicate or maybe an expansion plan for an aero
club? Experience shows that we can convert fixed wing instructors
to fly a modern gyroplane in five to ten hours. The differences
are not as great as you might be thinking but the flying attributes
are outstanding. The all-weather capability is the highest in the
microlight class and the high wing loading provides a smoother ride
than many heavier aircraft or helicopters.
I hope that this provides food for thought and as we look
around the world at the expanding number of manufacturers
offering modern gyroplanes to choose from I know the desire to fly
these incredible aircraft is reaching places and potential aviators that
no-one has reached before!

Keith King flew for the Thames Aerial Topdressing Company
overnighting in a local pub, Keith, by chance, met with Hamish
between January 1965 and mid-1979. Having left school at 14 years
Brunton - an ag. pilot for Northern Air Services. It transpired that
of age, Keith spent much of his early teens working on his family’s
within a few days, Keith was hired by John Worthington (of PL-11
dairy farm in the Hokianga (South) in Northland. It was in those
Airtruck fame and former flying instructor) owner/operator of
days that Keith aspired to being a pilot, which had him signing
NAS, as a loader driver on a modified Fordson tractor. He was soon
on with the RNZAF in 1956.
flying NAS’ dual-controlled Cessna
But he was told that he hadn’t
180 (ZK-BLL), supervised by
met the academic requirements
John, during its downtime in order
for an Air Force pilot and so
to boost his flying experience. “We
instead Keith signed on with the
marked out an airstrip with toi-tois
RNZAF Transport Mechanics
for practising short take-off and
training section where he served
landings, and I was not to hit the
for around six months before
toi-tois,” said Keith. He increased
returning to fulltime work on the
the degree of difficulty by landing
farm.
BLL in crosswinds and tailwinds
Soon after arriving back on the
as well as flying wheel-ons and
farm, Keith and his brother Noel
three-pointers. After notching up
purchased their father’s cow herd
nearly 30 hours on BLL, Keith
of around 130 cows and enjoyed
said he was quite comfortable with
a share-milking arrangement for
flying the Cessna 180 – a plane he
Keith King with a model of a Bell 47G as one of the sprayers he flew in the liked flying very much.
some four years. “I was flying
mid-1970s for TAT Co. (John Nicolson Photo)
with ag. pilots showing them
which paddocks to treat on our farm,” said Keith, “and this got me
Farmers Aviation Ltd
interested in flying again.” A keen Keith King joined the Northland
Keith received a visit from Bruce Aitken of Farmers Aviation
District Aero Club in 1960 and there learned to fly in Piper Cubs
Ltd (Hawera) in July 1964 offering him a job flying Super Cubs.
BQY and BKO under the tutelage of instructor Trevor Peek.
Because John Worthington had been so supportive, Keith was
In 1962, Keith flew (and passed) his PPL flight test with Clarey
hesitant at first with FAL’s offer. But he agreed to listen to what
Berryman. “Money was tight,” said Keith, “but I carried on flying
Bruce had to say. Consequently, Keith began flying FAL’s 150hp
whenever I could and in June 1963, I started my CPL subject’s
Super Cub BOZ under the supervision of the company’s Chief
course at the Wanganui Flying School. He passed his CPL flight test
Pilot Mike Tymons. Having quickly got himself up to speed on
in March of 1964 with over 200 flying hours logged.
the Cub (given that he had no formal ag. training), Keith flew for
Farmer’s Aviation for about five months during which time his
Northern Air Services
Cub lost a wheel on take-off and he met and married Frances, who
In May of 1964, Keith went on the road in search of a flying
worked for FAL’s accountant – and who owned a near new Austin
A50!
job, with an aim to get into ag. flying. After a day of cold-calling
on air ag. operators throughout the Te Kuiti region, and while
TAT Co

In January 1965, Fred Sawyers of Thames Aerial Topdressing
Company (TAT Co) approached Keith with a job offer on
Fletchers. He began flying for TAT Co almost straight away from
their Dargaville base where he was flying the 260hp Fletcher
BWV – which is today astride a plinth at the Gisborne Airport.
Keith (flying BWV) set his PB in September 1965 when he flew
a very demanding topdressing job, which was a mostly short-haul
operation and which took him three months to complete. “I spread
3,300 tons of lime from the same airstrip at two tons per acre,” says
Keith. Keith said that he logged 300 flying hours on the job and
flew something like 4,000 take-off and landings.
Keith and his family were relocated sou-east to TAT’s base at
Warkworth with Fletcher CDZ for about nine months. Another
shift in June 1966 saw the King family being based at Thames
where Keith was a spray-pilot flying the company’s only Pawnee 235
ZK-CIX.
We continue with Keith’s ag flying days and his switch to choppers
					
in our next issue...

One of Tony’s students during a visit to Kenya.
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contributed by Grant Benns

Aerobatic Competition 102
PREVIOUSLY, the Competition Loop
was discussed – and you may have been
surprised to read there is more to a basic,
garden-variety loop than meets the eye.
The same is true for all the manoeuvres
in competition aerobatics, especially if
you want to really impress the judges and
waltz off home with the silverware. Herein
lies the difference between recreational
aerobatics (impress yourself or your
passenger), display aerobatics (impress
the crowd) and competition aerobatics
(impress the judges). A basic understanding
of the scoring system helps competitors
and spectators alike, as does knowing the
criteria for determining the scores. The
criteria varies for the different elements of
a figure and is objectively described in the
competition rules to be subjectively applied
by the judges. This can lead to variation
of opinion on the judging line, as different
judges interpret the judging criteria
differently, or see different things that they
like - or dislike - in a manoeuvre. We don’t
live in a perfect world!
Scoring Aerobatic Sequences

The scoring system used throughout
the world scores each figure of a sequence
between 0 and 10. Ten is perfection, and
zero is… well, not good. You can actually
get less than zero, where the accumulation

of downgrades totals up to less than
zero, but being such kind creatures the
judges will round that up to zero, lest the
competitor become demoralised! If we
convert the 0-10 scale into percentages,
as we do at competition, most category
winners are achieving overall scores of
between 70 and 80%, meaning they are
averaging sevens for the figures within a
sequence.
At this year’s Nationals a few 10s were
handed out, a few too many 0s were also
given, but mostly the scores ranged from 5
to 8.
A score sheet lists all the figures a
competitor will fly, which may be set in
advance (the Known sequence), submitted
within certain guidelines by the competitor
(the Free sequence) or given to the
competitor just prior to flying with no
practice allowed (the Unknown sequence).
The last one sorts out the men/ladies from
the boys/girls!
As a judge views each figure flown, a
score is recorded on the score sheet which
is later totalled and presented as the overall
percentage for that competitor’s sequence.
The judges also make comments about
what they see, which are recorded on the
score sheet - this helps with post-flight
review of the scores by the judge. The
score sheets are eventually handed over to

Hangar 1, Steele Road
Hamilton Airport

Terry Johnson and David Wilkinson judging
at the 2015 Nationals.

Phone Paul on 07 843 1200 or 021 743 033
Email: paul@centralaero.nz
www.centralaero.nz

13th to 27th March
Limited to 40 aircraft
Registrations open from
1st September to 30th November
www.flyingnz.co.nz

A typical judging form.

Tanker to Aircraft
Refuelling at Ardmore

Grant Benns

Avgas and Jet A1
Call George Hoskins
Phone 021 369 600
or VHF 133.1 MHz
Ardmore Sky Station
Ph/Fax: (09) 297 7188
Email: skystation@xtra.co.nz

Grant Benns performing a half cuban in the Falco.
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the pilots at the end of the competition
and therefore the pilot can also use the
comments to understand where they went
wrong and consider areas for improvement.

with. And of-course, it is an aerobatic
manoeuvre – as opposed to just doing a
180 degree turn – and therefore looks cool.
(Aerobatic pilots do like to look cool!)

Figures

Throughout the previous paragraphs
the term ‘figure’ has been frequently
mentioned. This term refers to what a
casual spectator may see from the ground
as one individual manoeuvre, however for
the purposes of composing, flying and
judging a manoeuvre, it is broken down
into separate components, with each
component or element being identified by
an Aresti Catalog number (more on that
another issue, but Google that term if
you are interested). Many figures comprise
of just one element, such as a loop.

You tell me !!

Surprisingly, level flight – the most basic
manoeuvre? – is also a prescribed aerobatic
element. Some figures contain multiple
elements, more so in the higher categories...
A very basic figure that is seen in most
competition sequences is the Half Cuban
Eight, also flown in most aerobatic displays
and by Sunday aerobatic pilots too.
Half Cuban Eight

Named for no other reason than it was
first flown by an American barnstormer in
front of the Cuban Air Force during the
early 1930s, this is a great ‘turn-around’
manoeuvre in that you can do a 180 degree
direction change, to keep you within
the aerobatic box or display area, whist
generally finishing the manoeuvre with the
same energy (speed and height) you started
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Half Cuban Eight

Drawn using Aresti notation, the official
language of aerobatics, it contains two
elements – a 5/8ths loop, and a half-roll
on the straight line at the completion of
the main loop. These two elements when
combined form the figure. However, from
a scoring-perspective the judges are actually
looking at a few more elements too – was
the ‘line’ before the loop level, was the
5/8th loop a constant radius, was the 45
degree down-line flown at 45 degrees, was
the half-roll centred on the 45 degree line,
was the loop at the completion of the 45
degree line of equal radius? Huh, what loop
you say?! Even though the figure is drawn
with an abrupt 45 angle back to horizontal
flight, no aircraft can actually fly like this
and thus a curved pitching flightpath will
always be present, which is a judge-able
part-loop. Add all these elements up and
you can imagine it is quite difficult to
fly this relatively simple manoeuvre in a
manner that will score a ‘10’. And so it is, in
actual completion…
Flying the half Cuban Eight commences
from horizontal flight, at the appropriate
looping speed (or higher) for your aircraft
type. As per the previous article on
loops, getting the loop right in terms of a
constant radius is the first challenge – not
pinched at the top, on-heading, wings level
throughout etc.
The change comes as you perceive
the nose of the aircraft pointing into the

KiwiFlyer Magazine Issue 40

paddocks at a point where the flightpath
of the aircraft is now around 45 degrees
to the horizon and inverted. The rules
actually require the ‘zero lift attitude’ to be
flown, so for aircraft that have any angle
of incidence built-in (all trainers and even
some dedicated aerobatic planes) this will
mean getting some good ground coaching
to determine the correct attitude, as viewed
from the cockpit, for the pilot to fly to
achieve this.

Half Cuban Eight

From pulling back on the stick to
perform the loop, you must now push
the stick forward a tad to briefly maintain
this inverted 45 degree attitude - cue
momentarily ‘hanging in your straps’ and
other engine/fuel/oil anomalies if your
plane is not so equipped for inverted flight.
A half roll to upright is now
commenced and, as the nose is pointing
downhill and the airspeed is increasing, this
is relatively easy to complete – but don’t
let the nose drop too much, or use too
much elevator and ‘pull’ the nose off line.
Ideally, if you look over the spinner as you
commence the roll, the spinner (and the
plane following it) should neatly roll around
a point on the ground.
Once the roll has been completed the
tendency is to immediately pull back on
the stick to return the aircraft to level
flight, however recall that the roll must be
centred on the 45 degree line and therefore
another short pause is required so that
a 45 degree line, of equal length to that

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

at the completion of the 5/8th loop but
before the commencement of the roll,
can be shown. Logically, the timing of this
second line will be less that the first line,
as the aircraft is now most likely going
twice as fast. (Have you got that? No? Start
reading again from the beginning, like me. Ed.)
Developing a technique that works for
you is recommended. Suggestion: say to
yourself, as you complete the 5/8th loop,
“push – 1 – 2 - roll - pause – pull”. If you
can do this with a metronome ticking in
your head, all the better.
As mentioned above, the figure
finishes with a constant-radius 3/8th
loop to horizontal flight. This is actually
a horizontal flightpath, so don’t think you
have to just put the nose on or slightly
above the horizon… you may still be
descending, and the judges see everything!
In a future article ‘lines’ will be discussed
further – yes, flying straight lines is an
aerobatic skill and a discipline that can
score handsomely, so dust off your
instrument flying skills!
Footnote: These articles are intended to whet appetites for
advanced flying and to offer tips to aerobatics beginners. Dual
instruction and observance of CAA rules is a must-have especially for safety and also for learning correct techniques and
finesse of manoeuvres for the particular aircraft you are flying.
For more information, enquire about aerobatics instruction at
your local aero club or go to www.aerobatics.co.nz

Planes of the NZ Aerobatic Club: The Laser 230
THE Laser 230
is a plans - or
kit-built aircraft
originally called
the Stephens’
Acro after the
designer, Clayton
Stephens. The
first Acro flew
in 1967 and the
design was one
of the original
competition
aerobatic
Laser 230 owned by Fred Zayas
monoplanes
that changed the face of aerobatics, once
significantly modified for aerobatic use
dominated by bi-planes such as the Pitts
with inverted fuel and oil systems, 4-into-1
Special. The Stephens Acro and Laser
exhaust and various tweaks to produce a
series of aircraft provided the inspiration
healthy 230-odd horsepower. This is quite
for other subsequent aircraft such as the
a bit for a plane that weighs 1045 lbs empty
Extra 200 and 300 series.
and 1400 lbs at take-off, so with regard to
Owned by ex-pat American Fred Zayas,
climb rate Fred comments “I don’t know,
ZK-LZR was built in 1992 by Sam Fry
sorry… how about ‘pretty good’?” The
of Louisiana, USA. Strictly speaking, this
airframe is good for +/-10g and will do
plane is a Laser 200, but the engine makes
180kts at full power. One thing is for sure,
it a 230. The Lycoming HIO-360 (actually
aerobatic judges love watching the Laser fly,
a helicopter engine, however which Fred
with its nice lines and decent size.
considers it an AEIO-360), has been
It sounds great too!

Our targeted free circulation to all aircraft owners and the aviation industry ensures that advertising in KiwiFlyer Gets Results.
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Aircraft Engineering Association of NZ
moving forward as a separate association
FORMALLY a division of the Aviation Industry Association, and
latterly Aviation NZ, the Aircraft Engineering Association of NZ
(AEANZ) is now moving forward as a separate association with its
own governance headed up by volunteers.
“This has been a major step forward for
AEANZ and one aimed at benefiting the
individual members,” says Mark Boyle,
the newly elected Chairman of AEANZ,
adding “AEANZ is now focused much
more on our individual members and
providing a range of benefits, support and
professional development opportunities,
all at a minimal cost that makes being a
member very worthwhile.”
AEANZ does not have any paid staff
and is run “by engineers for engineers”
with the committee giving all their time on a voluntary basis.
Membership fees are used to run the organisation (such as for
accounting fees and legal costs), with remaining funds set aside to
put back into the industry through awards, grants and scholarships.
Mark says that details of these are being worked on at the moment
and will be made transparent to all members as they are introduced.
This past year has seen other progress for the association
with the merger with SLAET (the Society of Licenced Aircraft
Engineers and Technologists). As part of this merger AEANZ is

now a member of the NZ Aviation Federation, which has a 50%
shareholding in Aviation Services Limited (ASL).
Mark says that AEANZ is very fortunate in having both Redfort
Group and Aerosafe Engineering Ltd as
Bronze Sponsors. Don Lockie, Redfort
Group Director says, “We are very proud
to be a Bronze Sponsor of AEANZ. We
believe this is an important investment not
only in the aviation industry today but also
as a way of ensuring a sustainable industry
in the future.”
Aerosafe Engineering Director,
Don McCracken says “We have always
been a strong supporter of the aircraft
engineering community in New Zealand
and it is a pleasure to see AEANZ
continuing to grow into a strong and vibrant association focusing
on the needs of its members, Aircraft Engineers.” Don previously
served as Chairman of AEANZ and has been instrumental in
moving the organisation forwards to become the industry and CAA
recognised body for aircraft engineers in this country.
Representing Aircraft Engineers in New Zealand

In that regard, AEANZ has been involved in the review of the
Part 66 licence. Members were given the opportunity to provide
input through a forum which was then used as the basis for the
AEANZ submission. CAA are providing a regular update on the
progress of this and a number of AEANZ members are on the
advisory group.
The AEANZ website (www.AEANZ.com) provides a wealth

GA Electrical repairs and installations. MRO for Gypsy Major Magnetos,
Actuators, Starter Generators, Strobes, Voltage Regulators and more.

Hangar 1, Steele Road
Hamilton Airport

www.corrosionX.co.nz
CorrosionX not only prevents corrosion,
it actually stops it.
Its unique Polar Bonding technology
makes it different – and better than
anything else you can buy.
CorrosionX and its application is
designed for general aviation.
Many other CorrosionX
Products available.
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l Extensive DAR Experience and
Know-How since 2004 l Standard and
Export Certificate of Airworthiness issue
l Special Flight Permits l Modifications
and Conformity l Professional,
Expeditious, Quality and Value Service.

‘Do it once... do it right   
with no complications or future issues’

Contact: Martyn Thompson   P: 09 2998900  M: 0294 932900  E: martyn@DARDownUnder.co.nz
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of information for members and is updated on a regular basis. All
members receive regular emails when new information is posted to
ensure they are kept up to date with what is happening around the
industry. There are links to useful resource and training materials as
well as forums where members can have their say on issues relating
to the industry.
A second website (www.aeanzmarketplace.com) has been
developed following a suggestion from a member to facilitate the
sale of tools and equipment within the AEANZ membership.
Based on a concept similar to Trademe members can register to set
up an account and then post items for sale on the website.
Discounts for AEANZ Members

A range of benefits is currently being put together to offer
discounts to members. Those companies who have already joined
the programme are; Bunning’s trade discounts, Trade Tools,
Liquor King (including Golddigger and Drink Station stores),
Jetts, nib Medical Insurance, Asure Accommodation Group,
Magshop (discounted magazines), and many other offers are under
negotiation. Discounts are available on presentation of an AEANZ
Members ID Card or through a members only code available via
the AEANZ website.
Professional Development Opportunities for Members

Membership

AEANZ membership is open to all LAMEs, AMEs and
associated trades. Membership is $150 incl. GST per year. Students
and trainees can become members for free on proof of eligibility.
Students and trainees will then have access to the discount cards on
payment of a minimal fee to cover the cost of printing the card.
“AEANZ is about ensuring that we grow and develop our
existing engineers as well as attracting young people into aviation
engineering,” says Mark, adding, “It is pleasing that a number of
employers are paying for their employees to become members as
they see the benefits this will bring both now and in the future.”
If you’re a potential AEANZ member and want to both invest
in, and derive more benefit from your industry then visit
www.aeanz.com for more information and details on how to join.

AFFORDABLE AVIATION CONSULTANTS
Safety Management Systems
Manual Development
Compliance - Quality Assurance
Internal Auditing

For our full range of services in the
NZ and South Pacific Region, see:
www.empireaviationservice.com
For all enquires please contact
Gretchen or Nicky by email:
empireaviationservices@gmail.com

Discussion is underway regarding an opportunity to hold a
Symposium in August in the Palmerston North area. Mark says
that this would run Friday night to Sunday afternoon at a low
cost. Training would include subjects such as; FADEC, Borescope
techniques, Manufacturers product updates and more in streams
running throughout the weekend – thus providing options for
attendees. A Quality Managers Forum would also provide an
opportunity to discuss SMS and other issues. CAA Rules refresher
training and other areas of interest would also be covered. Further
information will be made available through the AEANZ website in
the near future as to when and if this will go ahead
As AEANZ membership grows it is envisaged that local
branches will be introduced in all the major areas, who will then
elect a representative for the AEANZ committee to ensure their
views are being heard at national level.

Phone Martin on 07 843 2936 or 027 733 0208
Email: centralaero@clear.net.nz
www.centralaero.nz

ARDMORE
HANGARAGE
Full Service Hangarage available
now at Ardmore Airport
20m x 5.5m Power Doors
Large Apron
Sealed Taxiway
Long Term or Short Term

Corporate Jet Services Limited
P: (09) 298 6249

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
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Training and Medical Services

aviation medicals

flyingmedicine.com

Train in the latest and safest
light helicopter, our brand new
Guimbal Cabri G2.

FAA medicals
now
available

Subscribe to KiwiFlyer for just $30 (6 issues)
KiwiFlyer is a magazine for the
New Zealand aviation community
written by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts.

Train in a rich flying environment,
with plenty of confined bush and
mountain work, longlining, and
night flying all included in our 150
hour commercial syllabus.

Medical Examinations at Ardmore.
Renew your CAA medical at Ardmore
with Dr David Powell at his on-airfield
location: 125 Kittyhawk Lane Ardmore.

Published every 2 months, annual
subscriptions cost just $30.

Train in real-time scenarios under
real operating conditions in real
helicopter environments.

Book directly with David: 021 747 427
or david@flyingmedicine.com
Medicals also available in Gisborne by appointment.
CASA, Canada, UK/Europe medicals can also be arranged.

Training l Charter l Lifting l Hunting l Fishing
Mustering l Surveying l Filming l Fire Fighting
Seismic Support l Wild Animal Management

Visit our website for secure credit
card payment, or post a cheque to:

Dr Anton Wiles & Dr Jon Nelson

Kiwi Flyer Limited,
PO Box 72-841, Papakura 2244.

07 308 4188 or 0800 804 354
info@frontierhelicopters.co.nz
216 Aerodrome Rd, Whakatane
www.frontierhelicopters.co.nz

Your Experienced
Aviation Medical Services Team

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

LIVE YOUR DREAM

CHRISTCHURCH
HELICOPTERS

FLY IN A WARBIRD

- Australia (CASA)
- ME 1 (New Zealand)
- U.K. and Europe (EASA) - AME (Canada)
- United States (FAA)
- Fiji

FLIGHT TRAINING

Christchurch Helicopters introduces revolutionary
safety standards with the new Guimbal Cabri G2.
Train with New Zealand’s most experienced Cabri operators.
Limited student numbers ensure personalised career training.
Contact us for PPL and CPL training, Type Ratings for
G2, R22, R44, Night Ratings and Instructor Ratings.
Christchurch International Airport
Contact Rob: P: 03 359 6891 M: 027 316 8444
0800 FLY HELI (0800 359435) E: info@pacificaircraft.co.nz

GIFT S
R
CHE
VOU ABLE
L
AVAI

EXPERIENCE THE THRILL OF FLIGHT
IN A WWII FIGHTER
WITH WARBIRD ADVENTURE RIDES
HARVARD l P-40 KITTYHAWK l SPITFIRE
CAA Part 115 certified

WWW.WARBIRD.CO.NZ

ADVANCED MULTI-ENGINE IFR TRAINING

Training
now available
to meet new
PBN/GPS CAA
requirements

More safety.  More utility.  More fun !

www.ChristchurchHelicopters.co.nz

RENEW YOUR INSTRUMENT RATING NOW AND INCLUDE RNAV
SINGLE PILOT IFR COMMAND RATINGS l MULTI-CREW TRAINING
l CERTIFIED PBN/GPS COURSES RUN REGULARLY
l INITIAL AND SUBSEQUENT TWIN TYPE RATINGS ON CESSNA 402C & PIPER SENECA IV
Train for an airline in one of the best equipped multi-engine turbo charged Senecas in
the country, with highly experienced instructors that have actual airline experience.
l
l

A: Woodbourne Airport, Blenheim

FLIGHT TRAINING
THEORY COURSES
TYPE RATINGS
S300 R44 B206

Ph: 0800 743 432

CHARTER  . SCENICS
PHOTOGRAPHY
FISHING  . BANNERS

Ph/Fax: 09 298 1899
or 0508 CHOPPER
E: info@chopper.co.nz

www.chopper.co.nz

Professional helicopter instruction is
our core business so at Ardmore
Helicopters you’ll fly according to your
timetable. Train with us and share the
experience our instructors (including
two A-Cats) have of military, rescue,
commercial and other operations.
Phone for an info pack today.

Providing Personalised Training to Private and Commercial Pilots for 25 years
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List your upcoming event for free in our Event Guide. Email details to: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz or phone 09 279 9924.
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ZK Register Review Profiles

provided courtesy of Hawker Pacific

contributed by Penny Belworthy

NZ’s one-stop Rotary and Fixed Wing maintenance facility all under one roof
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provided courtesy of Hawker Pacific

ZK Register Review
designed by Robert Baslee of Airdrome
Airplanes of Holden, Missouri, USA
and was purchased and built by Gert
Van Kruiningen of Rangiora. Airdrome
Airplanes now produce 19 amazing aircraft
including Fokkers, Nieuports and Sopwiths
that are very authentic to look at but are
constructed of modern materials.
Gert’s kit arrived back in June 2012.
He got to work straight away and by
early 2013 the search was on for the right
engine which Gert found though a friend
in America. It is a 1928 5 cylinder radial
Velie which Gert has stripped, tested and
refurbished. To get the perfect propeller
for this aircraft Gert went in search again,
finding the answer in America where Chad
Wille of ‘St Croix Propellers’ in Iowa made
him a 84” diameter propeller with wide
blade chord from mahogany.
The aircraft was 99% finished in time
for the 2015 Omaka Airshow and was
trucked up to Blenheim for the final
completion and inspections. Unfortunately
it could only be on static display due to
some engine issues, so look for the flying
display of this piece of history at the 2017
Omaka Air Show.

...from previous page
JRE
Cessna 172S
JSH
BAe Jetstream Model 3102
KBK
Pacific Aerospace 750XL
KPA
Micro Aviation B22J Bantam
LFW BAe Jetstream Model 3202
LTP
Pacific Aerospace Cresco 08-600
MKP Stoddard-Hamilton SH-3R Glasair III
OHS LMA LMA-5X-W
PAC
Pietenpol Air Camper M/L
PAE
Piper PA-28RT-201T
REQ Auto Flight Dominator II
RMD Amateur-built Harmon Rocket II
RWJ Vans RV 7
SAL
TL-Ultralight TL-2000 Sting UL
SFC
Piper PA-34-200T
TZB
Robin DR400/180
XSA
North American Harvard 3*
ZAH Yakovlev Yak-52
ZAZ Rans S-6ES Coyote II
ZZB
Tecnam P2008

Kapiti Districts Aero Club (Inc)
Air Freight NZ Ltd
Skydive Taupo Ltd
Mr C R Chalmers
Air Freight NZ Ltd
Super Air Limited
BOP Marine Life Trust
Mr G B Taylor
Mr T V Prodanov
Mr L G Riosa
GoGyro Limited
Mr E E H Nieman
Mr G B Yates
Mr R G Willcox
Charlie Golf Limited
TZB Syndicate
Soviet Star Limited
Blue Fifty Two Limited
Mr R S McSkimming
Izard Pacific Aviation Ltd

DEPARTURES - March / April 2015
AMY Douglas DC3C-S1C3G
CMV Cessna 185B
ECO BAe 146 Series 200
EGW NZ Aerospace FU24-950
EXA
Cessna T303
GFO Schleicher Ka 6E
GXV Schleicher ASH 31 Mi
HMG Hughes 369D
HUO Rotorway A600 Talon
IGT
Robinson R22 Beta
IKA
Bell 412
IPY
Robinson R44 II
IQQ Hughes 369D
IWL
Robinson R44 II
NGP Boeing 737-33A
NGR Boeing 737-33A
PBF
Boeing 737-8FE
PBG Boeing 737-8FE
PBK
Boeing 737-8FE
PBL
Boeing 737-8FE
PHS
Cessna 150G
SRZ
TL-Ultralight TL-3000 Sirius
TLF
Boeing 737-4Q8
VAH BAe Jetstream Model 3201

		
Southern DC3 Limited
Christchurch
Macdonald Trust & Tilmac Trust
Kaiapoi
ANCL Investments Limited
Auckland
Super Air Limited
Hamilton
Avia Air Charter Limited
Hamilton
Mr P R Clarke
Wellington
Mr D N Speight
Arrowtown
Amalgamated Helicopters NZ Ltd Masterton
Mr G R Brown
Blenheim
C4 Aviation Limited
Queenstown
Aerospace Trading Limited
Papakura
Over The Top Limited
Queenstown
Precision Helicopters Limited
Upper Urenui
Simcox Construction Limited
Blenheim
Air New Zealand Ltd
Auckland
Air New Zealand Ltd
Auckland
Virgin Australia Airlines (NZ) Ltd
Christchurch
Virgin Australia Airlines (NZ) Ltd
Christchurch
Virgin Australia Airlines (NZ) Ltd
Christchurch
Virgin Australia Airlines (NZ) Ltd
Christchurch
Mr G H Snel
Papamoa
Sport Aircraft Ltd
North Shore City
Airwork Flight Operations Limited Manukau
Vincent Aviation Ltd (In Receivership) Wellington

Paraparaumu
Manukau
Taupo
Mosgiel
Manukau
Hamilton
Tauranga
Mossburn
Christchurch
Auckland
Nelson
Dunedin
Christchurch
Opunake
Auckland
Taupo
Christchurch
Hamilton
Ranfurly
Taupo

Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Amat Built Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Gyroplane
Amat Built Aeroplane
Amat Built Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Aeroplane
Microlight Class 2
Aeroplane
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Brass Monkey Fly-in
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June 21st
Dannevirke Annual Breakfast Fly-in

Hosted by the Dannevirke Flying Club.
Usual sumptuous breakfast provided. No
landing fees. More info from Gary on
022 368 0250 or e: gmmore@xtra.co.nz
June 26th to 28th

At Lake Station Airfield, Nelson. Local
flying, all food, new accommodation,
landing fees, transport and entertainment,
all for the one all-inclusive price. More
info from Kevin Allport 027 234 5961 or
03 548 5387, e: allport@actrix.co.nz
June 29th to July 3rd
NZ Aviation Leadership Week

At Queenstown. The annual NZ aviation
industry conference and trade show. See
page 37 this issue or www.aia.org.nz
July 20th to 26th
AirVenture 2015 Oshkosh

Reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers with your classified advertisement
For private advertisers, classified advertising in KiwiFlyer is discounted to only
$35 including GST for 50 words and a colour photograph. Or pay by column
space at the rate of only $10 including GST per column centimetre. Please
contact us for commercial advertising rates.

The biggest General Aviation show in the
world with more to see and do than you
could ever fit into just one week.
Tour info from: www.gayepardy.co.nz

Send your advert details and cheque made out to Kiwi Flyer Limited to
Kiwi Flyer, PO Box 72-841, Papakura, Auckland 2244.
Alternately, email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz Credit cards or bank transfer payments
are welcome but can only be accepted by internet payment. Please contact us for
details by email or phone 09 279 9924.
Classified deadline for the next issue is 27th July.
Don’t forget to include all of your contact details in your advertisement.

For all your engine overhauls
Lycoming, Continental, Gipsy...
And now Rotax!
Part 145 approved
Call Bill O’Neill or Graeme Daniell
03 489 6870 or 027 307 5850
Taieri Airport, Mosgiel.

www.southair.co.nz
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KiwiFlyer Classifieds reach thousands of Kiwi Flyers. Prices from $35. Next deadline is 27th July. Phone 09 279 9924 or email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
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KiwiFlyer Classified

AS355 F2
Helicopter
ZK-IHF

1974 Cessna Cardinal 177B FOR SALE

Corporate configuration
6 passenger seats.
Full details available from
funnell@heliserv.co.nz

Also available
AS350 FX2
For sale or lease

AS350 SD2

Just completing 12 year inspection

About KiwiFlyer Magazine
KiwiFlyer is published every two months by Kiwi Flyer Limited.
Editor: Michael Norton
Subscription rates: KiwiFlyer is delivered free to every NZ
aircraft operator and aviation document holding business.
Others may subscribe for just $30 (6 issues). Back issues may
be downloaded free from our website.
All correspondence or enquiries to: Kiwi Flyer Limited,
PO Box 72-841, Papakura, Auckland 2244.
Phone: 09 279 9924 or 021 667 866
Email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz Web: www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
Advertising deadline for the next issue is 27th July.
See rate card on www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
Unsolicited material is very welcome on an exclusive basis but
none can be acknowledged or returned unless accompanied by
a stamped, self addressed envelope. No responsibility can be
accepted for loss or damage to unsolicited material. Opinions
expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of Kiwi
Flyer Limited or the Editor. All rights reserved. The contents of
KiwiFlyer are copyright and may not be reproduced in any form
without written permission from the Editor. ISSN 1170-8018

1999 CESSNA 182-S SKYLANE ZK-MDH
Only 1366 hours since new. Bendix-King NAV-II
Avionics. SIDs compliant. Immaculate.
Asking $225,000 +GST

HANGAR DOOR
12.3 wide x 3.7m high.
This door is professionally
manufactured and uses
counter weights so it can be
opened by hand effortlessly.
It is reliable and in good
condition. It comes complete
as shown and is located near
Methven. Offers of around
half replacement value or
$10,000.

Please call Steve Smith
021 432 140

1977 CESSNA 185F “SKYWAGON”   ZK-CBF
2550 hours since new. Engine 216 hours since overhaul.
Factory corrosion proofed. Float kit. 4 seats. Oversize
tyres. RMD wing tips. Garmin Avionics. Robertson STOL
kit. SIDS compliant. Reduced price: $195,000 +GST

2006 TECNAM ‘SIERRA’ ZK-RTM
550 hours since new. 3 blade prop. Pristine condition.
Deceased Estate. Asking $75,000 +GST if sold in NZ

1967 BOLKOW 208C JUNIOR   ZK-EDH
Only 2574 Hours Since New. Very tidy in & out.
Continental 0200A. Engine 1038 Hours to run.
Aerobatic 2 seater. Asking $35,000 GST incl.

1976 PIPER ARROW II   ZK-EKR.
Very tidy example. Surplus to owner’s requirements.
200 HP engine 750 hrs TBO. IFR equipped. Always
hangared.140 kt cruise. Well maintained. Asking Price
$85,000 +GST if sold in NZ. Serious offer considered.
Immediately available at Ardmore.

1974 PIPER CHEROKEE CRUISER   ZK-DOQ
6945 Hrs SN. Overall light Beige/cream with Blue accent
stripes. Mid-Grey & Light Grey seats. Red side panels.
Grey carpets. 160 HP engine 1200 Hrs to run. Always
Hangared. Fresh ARA and 100hr in Aug 2013. Low
priced & reliable 4 seater. $37,500 +GST if sold in NZ

Contact Dennis: P. 09 298 6249 | M. 0294 923 160 | E. dennis@dtiaircraftsales.com
Visit us at Harvard Lane, Ardmore Airport, Papakura.
www.DtiAircraftSales.com
International Aircraft Sales and Acquisitions for 47 years.                 Buy it and we will teach you to fly it !
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Engine 1530 TSO - Prop 1552 TSO
4 place intercom - Excellent condition interior & exterior
2 Radios - Transponder - New Screen - New Skytec
Starter @ 1530 - All S.I.D.s completed - Total time
3754 TTIS hours - Always hangered. $75,000 Neg.
Can be seen and flown at Centennial Park Airfield,
Taupo. For more information call Tom 027 493 9272.

KiwiFlyer Magazine Issue 40

1978 PIPER WARRIOR PA28-161 ZK-KAT
Engine:1100 hrs / 6 years to run. Aspen 1000 Glass
panel. Dual VHF, ADF, DME, HSI. Autopilot.
Nice paint & interior. $69,900 +GST if sold in NZ
SPECIAL FINANCE AVAILABLE 1/3 Now
1/3 in 12 months 1/3 in 24 months - 0% interest
2010 JABIRU J230 UL   ZK-DIZ Only 110 hours
since new. Jabiru 3300 engine. Dynon EFIS D-100
**Pristine**. Asking $89,000 - GST inclusive (if any).
2004 DIAMOND DA-40 ZK-MTZ
639 hours since new. Garmin 1000 Avionics.
Glass Cockpit - Pristine. 4 Seater. Late technology.
Asking $249,500 - GST inclusive (if any).

DENNIS THOMPSON
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

EXCLUSIVE NZ DISTRIBUTORS FOR DART AEROSPACE
Free catalogues available (printed or electronic) or visit www.dartaerospace.com

Contact Martyn Griffiths  | Manager Ardmore |  P: 09 295 1630  | M: 027 808 0094  | E: martyn.griffiths@hawkerpacific.com

